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Abstract
As the concept ‘ecosystem services’ is mainstreamed many case studies apply the concept to assess
regional ecosystem services. However, the assessments’ regional impacts are poorly known. This study
therefore examines whether these assessments affect regional policies and opinions in the study areas
and which factors determine these impacts of ecosystem-services assessments. I reviewed the scientific
literature to identify the most relevant factors. Subsequently, three cases in which ecosystem-services
assessments were previously conducted, were revisited to investigate which factors and which impacts
are relevant for the regional assessments. Subsequently, the designs of these different assessments
were linked to the impacts to conclude which factors’ contribution increases the assessments’ effectiveness. Data for the case studies stemmed from research papers, policy documents and other grey
literature, and regional stakeholder interviews. All these data were analysed qualitatively. The study’s
results show that the assessments strongly changed stakeholders’ perspectives and stimulated stakeholders’ collaboration. In two cases, some of the assessments’ information was adopted into regional
policies. While this information was partly ecosystem services specific, no coherent or long-term use of
the ecosystem-services concept was observed. While some stakeholders initially showed great interest
in this concept and its implications for regional development, they did not integrate it in their working
routines. Knowledge about ecosystem services was probably lost after the dissemination of the assessments’ results. The assessments were characterized by different settings. They used different methods
and produced different outputs. While specific ecosystem services frameworks and assessment methods were applied, these were not leading to large impacts. The better use of scenarios, improved stakeholder engagement and the outputs were important.
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1. Introduction
Ecosystems can provide Ecosystem Services (ES) which contribute to human well-being. Early mentions
and applications of this concept provide an understanding of the dimension of the benefits that humans
gain from natural processes (Costanza et al. 1997). The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA 2005)
mainstreamed ES and the concept has since also been adopted as a tool in regional management. Increasingly, assessments have been conducted to evaluate and support regional management, which
eventually have policy impacts. In this context, ES assessments, refer to studies that have been conducted to assess the state of ecosystem services in a certain landscape or region. Additionally, such
assessments inform regional policy making (Bennett et al. 2015). In this thesis, policy impact comprises
the implementation of information into policy documents and decisions, but it is used in a wider sense
as well, because it includes also subtle changes in the perspectives of relevant stakeholders in the target
regions of the assessments. Such small changes can influence regional development, without being explicitly referred to in official documents (Guerry et al. 2015, Daily et al. 2009). Furthermore, this thesis
also considers changes in the collaboration among stakeholders and in public opinions as policy impacts.
Costanza et al. (2017, p. 12) hope that ES assessments “can be an effective link between science and
policy by making the trade-offs more transparent”. The point that utilization of the ES concept leads to
more informed decisions, is often used to argue for using ES assessments (Schröter et al. 2014). However, not all researchers agree that ES assessments usually have a policy impact. Jordan and Russel
(2014), for example, argue that ES assessments are well able to produce necessary knowledge, but that
the presence of knowledge is just a necessary and usually not a sufficient condition for good implementation. Nahlik et al. (2012) argue that many ES framework fail to fully address policy needs and Primmer
and Furman (2012) describe the existence of a mismatch between the ecosystem services framework
and governance needs. They argue that this mismatch needs to be overcome by developing tools that
help to communicate across sector boundaries. An analysis of several case studies showed that instrumental use of knowledge was not reported in any case (Saarikoski et al. 2018). On the other hand, in
most cases evidence of conceptual learning resulting from close interaction between researchers, practitioners and stakeholders was found (Saarikoski et al. 2018). Several other studies have tried to highlight factors of ES assessments that were assumed to have concrete policy impacts and came to inconsistent results (Saarikoski et al. 2018, Ruckelshaus et al. 2015, Waite et al. 2015, Fisher et al. 2009).
Despite these studies, knowledge about the policy impact of ES assessments and its contributing factors
is still sparse. Multiple studies indicate that it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of ES approaches,
because of insufficient monitoring and post-policy appraisal (Pérez-Soba et al. 2018, Fisher et al. 2008,
Goldman et al. 2008). An additional deficiency has often been that evaluations have been conducted
too early to tell if an assessment would result in a change in action (Dick et al. 2018). Due to this lack of
empirical research, it remains unclear how the design of ES assessments contributes to making an impact. It is critical to know which kind of ES information is needed when to influence the decision-making
process (Ruckelshaus et al. 2015). However, evidence regarding the effectiveness of ES assessments is
not easily accessible (Pérez-Soba et al. 2018). Therefore, investigating which policy impacts certain ES
assessments have and how their designs contribute to the impacts, is essential.
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This study examines which factors determine the impact of ecosystem-services assessments on policies
and the opinion of stakeholders in the study areas of selected case studies. It aims to provide recommendations that help researchers to design more effective ES assessments.
This objective is achieved by answering the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What are the methodological designs of different ES assessments?
RQ2: What are the policy impacts of different ES assessments?
RQ3: Which features of ES assessment design have been implemented into policies in the selected
case studies?
RQ4: How are the identified design features and the policy impacts related in the selected case
studies?
To answer these RQs, literature was reviewed, and three case studies were analyzed in which ES assessments have been used to provide regional policy recommendations. The literature review aims to reveal
how ES assessments are commonly designed, which features are included and what the assessments’
possible impacts are. The literature review forms the basis of a conceptual framework and the features
that are used to analyze the case studies. In this review, sets of design features and impacts are defined
and used to analyze the different assessments. These analyses are conducted by interviewing relevant
stakeholders and by reviewing the available and relevant policy documents. Finally, the review and the
analysis are synthesized. This synthesis identifies the best-practices by searching for common patterns
and by analyzing how design features can be better linked to policy impacts and
The methodology is described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the literature review which discusses
RQ1 and RQ2 theoretically. The resulting set of design features and impacts is analyzed for three different assessments in Chapter 4. At the end of Chapter 4 the case studies are jointly analyzed. This connects
RQ1 and RQ2 and thereby answers RQ3 and RQ4. In Chapter 5 the answers to all RQs are discussed and
the research is critically reflected upon. Finally, a conclusion highlights the key findings of this thesis.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the research methodology that was used to collect and analyze the data for this
thesis. According to the RQs, this thesis project is based upon a thorough literature review and the
analysis of three case studies. Therefore, the first methodological step was to define RQs, develop a
coherent conceptual framework based on them and review literature to assess the state of art. The
second step was the identification of relevant case studies and the selection of three of them for the
analysis. Following up on this, a literature review was conducted for each case study (CS). All available
documents on each case study were analyzed. The consequent step was the planning, organization and
conduction of interviews to obtain all the information that could not be drawn from the literature reviews. Subsequently, the results from the literature analysis and interviews of each study were compiled. Finally, the findings of each case study were synthesized and analyzed along with the information
that was found in literature (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Chronological depiction of this thesis’ approach.

2.2 Literature review and development of design and impact factors
The initial literature review aimed at gathering general information about ES assessments and their possible policy impacts and about features of their designs. The framework that was developed out of the
literature review provided fundamental answers to RQ1 and RQ2 and guided the analysis of the case
studies.
To find and select the relevant literature, Google Scholar was used as a search engine. To account for
the variety of different terms for similar concepts, a large variety of search terms was used and different
concepts that are similarly applied in assessments were considered (e.g. ‘ecosystem services’, ‘land‐
scape services’ and ‘natural capital’ were all considered applicable for this project). Papers with relevant
content were then selected. This included a large number of different sources, because many papers
3

focus on only one or a few relevant aspects. Most of the papers that were used for this thesis either
described one or multiple ways of conducting ES assessments and discuss their pros and cons, or more
generally discussed how ES can be applied effectively to have a policy impact. Since many publications
on specific case studies contain such assumptions in their discussions, some of these were also included.
Information that was relevant for the description the design features and the impacts was extracted
and information that linked design features to impacts was noted (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The research design of the literature review: The most relevant design features and impacts of
ES assessments are defined and possible links are described.
The design features that were considered most suitable for further examination were selected and elaborated on, in order to later structure the analysis of the case studies (Chapter 3.2). The design-related
information that was obtained through the literature review was then assigned to the defined design
features. Accordingly, the same was done for the impacts. Again, a number of impacts was defined.
Chapter 3.3 contains the findings regarding the impacts that were found in the literature review.

2.3 Selection of case studies
For this thesis, three case studies were selected. To find and select suitable case studies, requirements
were developed to ensure a relevant and comparable selection. The requirements considered the case
studies’ locations, the time when they were conducted, their scope and their topics. The details of each
of these requirements were defined in Table 1.
Google Scholar and Scopus were used as search tools to find and review relevant studies. Multiple
searches with different parameters such as ‘ecosystem-services assessment’, ‘case study’, ‘policy-making’, ‘Germany’, ‘Netherlands’, ‘2011-2016’ or ‘landscape planning’, were done. About 15 preliminary
case studies were identified. Their closer examination showed that eight were suitable in terms of scope,
topic and accessibility. At first, the main authors of four case studies were contacted. However, only one
among them responded positively and established contact to stakeholders in the case-study region, two
researchers did not consider their studies suitable for the proposed research plan (because the findings
of their studies had not been used to inform policy makers or had not been communicated to regional
stakeholders) and one did not respond at all. Thus, only the one case study was selected. Subsequently,
the main authors of the remaining four shortlisted case studies were contacted. Two of them provided
the necessary information about their studies and the contacts of stakeholders. Therefore, these two
case studies, as well as the one selected earlier, were chosen to be examined in detail. All selected case
studies are listed in Table 2 together with an identifier (ID) that was assigned to them and some features
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that were important in the selection process. Additionally, their geographical location is mapped in Figure 3. Each of the case studies had been linked to bigger projects. Since these projects included multiple
approaches and additional publications the scope was widened to all publications regarding the assessment of ES that were available for each case study. The exact material that was considered in each case
study is listed later in this chapter, in Table 3 and in a more detailed depiction in Appendix A.
Table 1: The selection criteria for case studies
Context
Location

Time

Scope

Topic

The studies were required to have had the intention of developing policy recommendations for regional development
The location of the case studies was limited to Western Europe, with an additional preference for the Netherlands and Germany. This was decided because it allowed for undertaking site visits and conducting face-to-face interviews. On top of that, the restriction to a certain region allowed a certain degree of comparability.
The timing of the assessments was limited to the period between 2010 and 2015. This
was defined so that the selected cases were not too old that contact people had changed
or forgotten about the project. On the other hand, a buffer of at least two years since
the conduction of the assessments allowed time for implementation (Dick et al. 2018)
and to check whether impacts were persistent. Since the studies were often published
around one year after the conduction of the case study, it was searched for papers published between 2012 and 2016.
The case studies were required to have addressed issues of regional development, concerning one administrative district and were required to have dealt with concrete regional issues. This was defined because of the necessity to find regional stakeholders
who have been involved in, or were addressed by the assessment and were able to provide information about how the assessments’ findings were perceived and incorporated.
No strict limits were set regarding the setting and topic, as long as the case study includes an ecosystem service assessment. To better collect ideas on different aspects, a
diverse set of topics was favored.

Table 2: Final selection of case studies for the analysis
ID

Topic

Related publications

Project

Region

Area

MS Assessment of ES in an Ungaro et al. (2014), CLAIM
agrarian landscape with Ungaro et al. (2016),
a focus on cultural ES
Häfner et al. (2017)

Märkische Schweiz, 576.4km²
Brandenburg,
North East Germany

KH

Application of the ES approach in a participatory
process to develop land
management strategies

Krummhörn, Lower 159km²
Saxony,
North
West Germany

OE

Application of the ES Koschke et al. (2012), REGKLAM, Upper Elbe valley/ 3434km², 81km²
concept in a climate ad- Fürst et al. (2013), KLIMAfit
Eastern Ore Moun- of which are the
aptation plan
Frank et al. (2014)
tains, Saxony, East ‘focus area’
Germany

Karrasch
et
al. COMTESS
(2014).,
CebriánPiqueras
et
al.
(2017), Karrasch et
al. (2017)
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Figure 3: Case-study regions locations in Germany

2.4 Data collection and analysis
For each case study three main sources were used to obtain the data. These were published research
papers, grey literature (including policy documents) and interviews. Due to the different availability of
data, the composition of resources was different for each case study (Table 3). A detailed overview of
which resources were used for which part of the results is provided in Appendix B and a detailed description of each resource is provided in Appendix A. In a first step, the published research papers and
the resources were examined through a literature analysis. Subsequently, interviews were conducted
to deepen the knowledge about the design features and to gain information about the impacts. Not all
data sources were equally relevant for all design features and impacts. Therefore, it was defined which
information was to be obtained from which source. Table 3 gives an overview of which data was used
in each case study. An extended version of this table that includes the origin and availability of these
sources is provided in Appendix A.

2.4.1 Literature and grey literature
The first part of the data for each case study comprised the published research papers and the other
available documents like additional research papers and reports on the same region that highlight different aspects of the case study, regional policy documents, brochures and presentation material that
were used to disseminate the findings of the study to stakeholders and the general public. These documents were obtained partly through the researchers, through project related websites and through
6

internet searches. The sources were worked through and relevant information was extracted (Kumar
2011). The information was then sorted with respect to the design features of the ES assessments and,
if mentioned, to the assessment’s policy impact. Subsequently, the data was analyzed. This means that
that all information that was considered relevant when scanning through the documents was extracted
and fed into a comprehensive table (Appendix C) and into the report (Chapter 4). This was done separately for each case study. In each case, at first the published research papers were examined, and
subsequently all other available resources. The analysis could already provide information regarding
many design features and some aspects of the impacts and next to its importance for the analysis, also
served as an information basis for the interviews.
Table 3: Overview of data that was used for each case study. ID stands for the code that is used for
quoting the respective resource.
Case
Study

Papers

ID

Resource

Ungaro et al. 2014
Ungaro et al. 2016
Häfner et al. 2017

MS1
MS2
MS3
MS4
MS5
MS6
MS7
MS8
KH1
KH2
KH3
KH4
KH5
KH6
KH7
KH8
KH9
KH10
OE1
OE2
OE3
OE4
OE5
OE6
OE7
OE8
OE9

Interview: Regional Management
Grey literature: Research Report
Grey literature: Research Report
Grey literature: Research Report
Grey literature: Research Report
Statement: National Park Authority
Statement: Environmental Education Centre
Project website: CLAIM Knowledge Platform
Interview: Tourism Association
Interview: Press Office of the Municipality
Interview: Lower Nature Conservation Authority
Interview: Chamber of Agriculture
Grey literature: Booklet
Grey literature: Flyer
Grey literature: Booklet
Grey literature: Picture Book
Grey literature: Policy plan (2015)
Grey literature Policy plan (2018)
Interview: Regional Planning Authority
Presentation slides
Grey literature: Research report
Grey literature: Research report
Grey literature: Research report
Grey literature: Newsletter
Grey literature: Policy plan, REGKLAM
Grey literature: Presentation slides
Grey literature: Policy plan, KLIMAfit

MS

Karrasch et al. 2014
Cebrián-Piqueras et al. 2014
Karrasch et al. 2016
KH

OE

Fürst et al. 2010
Fürst et al. 2011
Koschke et al. 2012
Frank et al. 2013
Fürst et al. 2013
Koschke et al. 2013
Frank et al. 2014
Zölch et al. 2018

2.4.2 Interviews
Interviews in each case study provided information regarding the impacts of the assessments and their
relation to the design features to answer RQ3 and RQ4. Further information about the assessments’
designs was also added. The interviewees were regional stakeholders that had been involved in the ES
7

assessment and it was aimed to conduct three to five interviews in each region. The contacts were
established through the researchers who had conducted the initial ES assessment and snowballing was
used extend the network. For these interviews, people who were involved in the ES assessment or who
were familiar with the findings was considered. It turned out that it was very difficult to find and contact
relevant interview partners and that the drop-out rate of potential interviewees was very high. Also, the
snowballing method did not provide more relevant contacts for further interviews Therefore, in total
six interviews were conducted, four in the KH case study and one each in the MS and OE case studies.
In the MS and OE case studies, the interview partners were regional managers. In the KH case study,
the interviewees had different backgrounds: a tourism manager, a press officer, a civil servant from the
nature protection authority and a member of the agricultural chamber. The reasons for this shortage in
interviews and the consequences for this research project will be discussed in Chapter 5.
For the interviews, a semi-structured approach was selected. While an interview schedule with openended questions was used, the structure of the interviews was adapted freely according to the respondents and the context of the discussion (Kumar 2011). Additionally, an interview guide was developed
that covered aspects that were not directly included in the interview schedule (Appendix D). It was used
for probing, if the interviewees did not mention the items autonomously. The interview schedule covered the five policy impacts and each of the impacts was examined from different angles and through
multiple questions in order to get a comprehensive understanding of the matter (Appendix D). It was
aimed that hereby some information regarding the design features would already be mentioned by the
interviewee in this part. The additional interview guide was used as a reference, to check whether the
design features had indeed been covered and to probe the relation between the operationalization and
the effect in more detail. Since a qualitative research design was selected, also space was allowed to
gather other information regarding the development of the area and to discuss possible side effects
that had not already been captured by the defined categories.
Before each interview, the interviewees were asked for consent to record the interviews. Subsequently,
the interviews were recorded using a mobile phone. The recordings were later used to summarize the
interviewees’ statements in a non-verbatim form and to fill them into a prepared standardized form.
The filled in forms were used as the basis for the analysis of the interviews. Here, the information from
the interviews were integrated with information from other regional resources (as described in Chapter
2.4.1) and the findings of the literature review (as described in Chapter 2.2).

2.4.3 Analysis
The data from the literature, other resources and interviews was jointly analyzed. The relations between
design features and impacts were compiled and general relations were derived. The categories strong,
medium and weak and no link were defined. For the qualitative quantification, the strength of the links
was estimated from several factors. This included the mentioning of the relations and their attributes
in the interviews and the other resources. The extent of the relations, as well as their strength, was
considered. For example, wordings like ‘very important’, ‘often and ‘wide use’ indicated strong links;
‘somewhat relevant’, ‘occasionally’ and ‘partly used’ expressed medium links, and ‘maybe’, ‘little’ and
‘only a few details’ were considered as weak links. Negations and no mentions of a certain link were
considered as no visible links.
8

3. Conceptual framework and literature review
This chapter will provide the theoretical background and conceptual framework of this thesis. At first in
Chapter 3.1, the underlying theories of the interplay between ES assessments and policy will be explained. This section includes a description of typical ES assessments. It forms the theoretical framework
of RQ1 and RQ2. Following up on this, Chapter 3.2 will investigate how the design of ES assessment can
be analysed and broken down into a set of features. Subsequently, literature regarding the design will
be reviewed to explore the state of knowledge and each section will conclude in a description of how
the features are conceptualized in the case study analysis. Finally, the same will be done for the policy
impact in Chapter 3.3. Here, it will also be investigated how it can be analysed and broken down into
aspects. Literature regarding the impact of assessments will then be reviewed to complete the conceptual framework. Lastly, the conceptualization for the case study analysis will be deducted and the conceptual framework for the case study analysis will be presented (Chapter 3.4).

3.1 Underlying concepts
In the science-policy interface, the interplay between science, such as the conduction of ES assessments
and their impact on policies or their real-life decisions, is examined (Sarkki et al. 2015). Such assessments
have been conducted in a variety of different settings and for different purposes (Portman 2013). While
some stakeholder- or decision-oriented studies especially address regional issues, others are researchoriented and parts of larger projects (Harrison et al. 2018). Some of these are difficult to separate from
other studies on the same region but that use different approaches. Other studies are method-oriented
and serve mainly for the purpose of developing and testing scientific concepts (Harrison et al. 2018).
Hence, they were not used to develop policy recommendations and keeping this in mind is imperative
to understand the mechanism that connect the design and the policy impact of a case study.
The science-policy interface can further be used to analyse which changes in the regions are attributable
to the assessments. A qualitative impact evaluation helps to get an understanding of the regional sociocultural and institutional context and can be used to identify mechanism through which assessments
have an impact (Khandker et al. 2009). This thesis applies a qualitative impact assessment on three ES
assessments to indicate which mechanisms are the most relevant for the given cases and, more specifically, which factors of the assessment have which impacts. Since the assessments are considered as
interventions that are applied to a certain region (Khandker et al. 2009), a distinction between the design of the intervention and the evaluation of the impacts is made. Each of the features and impacts will
first be analysed separately in this literature review and then synthesized in order to explore the links
between the design of an assessment and its impacts.

3.2 Design of ES assessments
Numerous ways exist, in which ES assessments are designed. The different designs affect the assessments’ policy impacts (Portman 2013). Therefore, this thesis considers how each of the selected case
studies was designed. In this context, design is defined to include all features of an assessment that vary
between different case studies and possibly affect their policy impacts. The relevant features that were
identified in the literature review are stated in Table 4.
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Regarding important contributors to an effective assessment, Sarkki et al. (2015) use the four categories
structure, objectives, processes and outputs to describe the design of assessments. Based on their classification, this thesis considers the three main categories of an ES assessment as its (1) setting, its (2)
procedures and methods applied (termed procedures in this thesis) and its (3) outputs. While these
categories are largely consistent with the ones employed by Sarkki et al. (2015), the category setting is
defined broader than objectives and their category structures is disregarded, instead parts of it are considered in the categories setting and procedures.
Each of the categories is comprised of different features which represent certain aspects of the case
studies’ design. Sarkki et al. (2015) describe various features of science-policy interfaces that are used
to analyse their influences. Similarly, Seppelt et al. (2012) have developed a framework for documenting
ES assessments, which proposes a set of important aspects which focus on the rather technical side of
the assessments (e.g. the methodologies applied and data sources used) and less on the settings and
the outputs. For this thesis, these and other, ES assessment specific, literature is reviewed to define a
set of features that is assumed to comprehensively describe the designs and the impacts of ES assessments. An overview of the design features considered, and their respective categories is given in Table
4. Next to the design features that are grouped in the three main categories, two additional features
are used that evaluate the capability of integration into regional planning practices and the simplicity or
comprehensibleness of the approach. Since they are not directly based on the assessment’s design, but
rather depend on the composition of other design features, they are classified in the fourth category
meta-features (Table 4).
In this chapter, each of the features is defined and their relevance for the case study analysis is explained. Also, all relevant aspects and components of the design features are elaborated on.
Table 4: Overview of assessment design features and the respective categories considered in this thesis
Category
Setting
Procedures

Outputs

Meta-features

Design feature
1. Background
2. Regional context
3. Application of ES concept
4. Methods

Explanation
Initiator aim and policy context
Environmental issues, stakeholder conflicts
Definition and operationalisation of ES
Methods used to assess ES, sort of data obtained
5. Scenarios
Use of scenario analyses
6. Stakeholder engagement
Forms of participation and stakeholder engagement
7. Valuation
Valuation and weighing of ES
8. Proposition of implementa- Practicable, feasible and/or place-based rection strategies
ommendations
9. Communication
Means, audience, key messages,
10. Evaluation of added value
Evaluation and communication of the added
value of the concept and the assessment
11. Capability of integration into Findings responded to the policy needs,
current planning practices
could be integrated into planning practices
12. Simplicity
Dilemma of complexity and simplicity
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3.2.1 Background
The background of an assessment already provides several important indications on its potential effectiveness. The initiation of the study, the regional policy context and the relevance of environmental
issues in the case-study region are of remarkable relevance (Van Wensem 2013). Depending on who
sponsors and initiates an assessment, different stakeholders are involved, and the public acceptance of
findings might change. It has been noted that decision-makers perceive information as salient when it
is based on relevant policy questions that they have helped framing (Posner et al. 2016) and that engaging stakeholders in setting objectives and actions is necessary (Martinez-Harms et al. 2015). Also,
studies in which locally rooted scientists were involved have shown a better adoption of assessment
results (Saarikoski et al. 2018). In contrast, research that has been initiated by academia, without responding to regional needs risks being ignored by regional stakeholders. Next to that, it needs to be
taken into account how the assessment was linked to the policy process and how and at which point
the researches have been involved into the policy process and whether they have adapted the research
plan according to the policy needs. Since feeding back information and results of assessments into the
policy design processes is pivotal for making assessments relevant (Mann 2015), it is crucial to keep the
regional policy process in mind, when discussing the implementation of assessment results. Even though
this seems self-evident, it has been indicated that this is often neglected and that core steps of decision
making processes are often not captured by ES assessments (Martinez-Harms et al. 2015).
The analysis of the assessments’ backgrounds regards their initiator, intention and policy context. In the
case studies it is examined how the ES assessments have been initiated, who brought in the idea to use
ES as a guiding concept to collect information for the environmental assessment, what the aim of the
assessment was and how this connects to the regional policy process.

3.2.2 Regional context
The regional context refers to environmental aspects that are relevant in the case-study regions. This
includes the regional dependence on ES and importance of environmental issues in the regions. For
example, a high regional dependence on natural resources and a high susceptibility to environmental
hazards have been indicated to be enabling factors to the adoption of the ES concept (Waite et al. 2015).
Similarly, pressing conflicts among different stakeholder groups can create a need for action which increases the receptiveness to new approaches and provides opportunities where the potential ES assessments can be leveraged. On the other hand, such conflicts can also limit the stakeholders’ willingness
to cooperate and adopt new methods.
In the case studies the role that environmental issues play in the case-study regions, which conflicts
between stakeholders are of regional importance and how these factors affected the impact of the
assessment are analysed.

3.2.3 Application of ES concept
The concept ‘ecosystem services’ is not used in a standardized way, but is used for different, yet similar,
concepts and frameworks by different researchers (Costanza et al. 2017, Chaudhary et al. 2015, Díaz et
al. 2015). Additionally, a variety of terms uses similar but slightly different conceptualizations (Seppelt
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et al. 2011). This heterogeneous handling with ES has sparked a controversial debate about which approach is best suited to be mainstreamed (Costanza et al. 2017). Hence, different researchers use different approaches for conducting ES assessments. It is unclear which ES framework provides the most
relevant information for policy (Braat & De Groot 2012). While some authors favour the TEEB framework
(Maes et al. 2012, TEEB 2010), others stick to the original MA framework (MA 2005), the CICES framework (Saarikoski et al. 2015, Haines-Young & Potschin 2012), adapted variations of them (Chaudhary et
al. 2015, Fisher et al. 2009) and a last group does not explicitly follow the clear definitions of one of the
dominant frameworks, but instead uses the idea of ES as a broad guideline (Hansen et al. 2015). The
definition of ES for the practical application in a given context is also subject to case specific societal and
human demands. Therefore, legitimizing them through a political process in the case-study region can
be considered (von Haaren & Albert 2011).
The ES framework that is used in an assessment also determines which services are considered. While
all frameworks aim at depicting a complete picture of possible services, there are differences between
them. Most commonly, ES are distinguished into four categories, namely provisioning, regulating, cultural and supporting, or depending on the framework, habitat services. On top of that, many studies
consider a distinction between the supply and demand of ESs. In ES assessments, often the most relevant services for the study area are selected by the researchers. Most commonly the supply of ES is
assessed, but some studies focus on the demand (Wolff et al. 2015) or consider both (García-Nieto et
al. 2015). Maes et al. (2012) suggest that clear definitions and appropriate units are essential to make
ES useful for setting policy objectives. What makes an analysis of the considered services particularly
interesting, is the fact that many assessments set clear priorities, for example by only examining cultural
ES (Milcu et al. 2013). It could be argued that very tangible ES (typically provisioning services (Rodríguez
et al. 2006), but also some regulating and cultural services (Brown et al. 2012)) are also well perceived
without employing the ES approach, whereas it may help to highlight the occurrence and extent of less
tangible ES to obtain information that is more relevant to planers (Albert et al. 2014).
The analysis of case studies focuses on finding out whether the selection of a certain framework is an
important feature in the practical application of ES. Therefore, the benefits and detriments that are
associated to the frameworks applied in the case studies and whether the different frameworks are
equally well accepted by regional stakeholders. Also, it is explored, whether information about ES supply
and demand is equally important to stakeholders and information about which services is the most enriching and beneficial to the stakeholders.

3.2.4 Methods
Irrespective of the ES framework, different methods are applicable to assess ecosystem services (Harrison et al. 2018). A large variety of these methods exists because ES studies draw from different research
fields with different research traditions (Seppelt et al. 2011). Ranging from a variety of biophysical, socio-cultural and monetary tools, some of which are spatially explicit to scenario analyses and other integrative tools, the methods and techniques are manifold (Harrison et al. 2018, De Groot et al. 2010).
Different opinions exist on which methods can provide assessors with the best results (Pérez-Soba et al.
2018, Ruckelshaus et al. 2015). This design feature gives on overview of which methods were applied
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and describes some in detail, however three of the following chapters will be dedicated to specific methods, namely, scenario analysis, stakeholder engagement and ES valuation.
Spatial distribution as one methodological dimension has been discussed among scholars. Fisher et al.
(2008) indicate it to be a very important indicator that allows to make good decisions regarding ES.
Ruckelshaus et al. (2015) also argue that simple, quantitative spatial tools can be very effective. However, Englund et al. (2017) describe that within ES mapping many different approaches are applied and
lead to diverging findings. Others say that measuring the complete spectrum of ES is needed to gain an
insightful overview of biophysical flows and social values and allow to derive models of them. Such models could then be used in a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) to weigh scenarios and policy alternatives and
result in an effective use of the concept (Haase et al. 2014, Maes et al. 2012). Posner et al. (2013) indicated that scientific adequacy alone is not significantly associated with stronger impact. They consider
it therefore rather as a necessary precondition, but not as a decisive factor and Root-Bernstein & Jaksic
(2017) doubt that stakeholders are interested in maps or models of ES flows but would primarily consider their individual gains and the legal framework.
In the analysis of the case studies, this feature serves to describe the methods that were used in each
of the cases. This includes all methods that were used to identify and quantify ES and the outputs that
were obtained through these methods.

3.2.5 Scenarios
While scenario analyses are a method and could already have been considered under the previous point,
this thesis accentuates them in an own section, because of to their prevalence in ES assessments and
their high relevance for assessing options and characterize possible futures (Martinez-Harms et al. 2015,
Seppelt et al. 2013).
There are various kinds of scenario analyses which can be used in ES assessments. A common application
of the approach is the systematic variation and adjustment of certain parameters of a (land use) model
according to different scenarios, which provides predictions how the state of ES would change given the
defined parameters (Seppelt et al. 2013). However, other applications include a collaborative development of scenarios that is based on knowledge about ES (Priess & Hauck 2014, Daily et al. 2009). Scenarios are usually considered easy to comprehend and work with and allow to estimate future states of ES
(Harrison et al. 2018, Cowling et al. 2008). They also have the capability of transporting clear storylines
(Seppelt et al. 2013) which can be transferred to different applications and thereby generate public
awareness (Posner et al. 2016, Priess & Hauck 2014). On the other hand, it has been described as problematic that they entail simplifications (Seppelt et al. 2013).
In the analysis of the case studies, this feature is considered to explore how scenarios have been used,
which input data was used to support them and how the evaluation process of the different scenarios
has taken place.
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3.2.6 Stakeholder engagement
Engagement of stakeholders in environmental research can happen in different ways with different degrees of influence, varying from no participation at all, via consultation, and collaboration to empowerment (Brink et al. 2016, Arnstein 1969).
While stakeholder engagement might complicate the process of an assessment, it can contribute to
better results and a higher legitimacy of the findings (Langemeyer et al. 2018). From the analysis of
several assessments, Fisher et al. (2008) conclude that assessments with good stakeholder participation
have procured gains of traction in the decision-making process. They recommend ensuring that multiple
contact points with those involved in the policy process are established. Legitimacy of the findings has
been named as one of the most important factors that make ES assessments effective (Posner et al.
2016). To attain legitimacy, an intense collaboration between researchers, stakeholders and decisionmakers is often described as an important factor. It is also emphasized that participatory assessments
provide the ability to facilitate the accounting of stakeholders’ values and preferences and identify opportunities and constraints for effective management (Martinez-Harms et al. 2015). This applies in particular, if the findings and policy recommendations are based upon stakeholders’ valuations (De Groot
et al. 2010) and if community knowledge is well integrated (Villa et al. 2014). It can also be considered
to develop a common understanding of ES and to make sure that all stakeholders have the perception
that their opinion is adequately represented (Hauck et al. 2013).
In the context of the case study analysis, it is analysed which stakeholders and decision-makers were
involved during the process of the assessment, and which methods were used to foster their participation.

3.2.7 Valuation
Fisher et al. (2008) argue that political decisions are often rooted in cost-benefit analyses. They suggest
that an economic valuation is very important, and that research could even consider providing marginal
values and changes to render the research more immediately policy relevant. They back this claim with
information gathered from multiple studies, in which economic valuation was described as very efficacious. Billé et al. (2014) challenge this view and argue that there has been hardly any evidence on the
high usefulness of economic valuation. Costanza et al. (2017) highlight the distinction between nonmonetary and monetary valuations. Albert et al. (2014) emphasize that there is no consensus about
whether ordinal or semi-quantitative, cardinal or accounting or economic valuation are preferred and
Laurans et al. (2013) highlight the tension between quick and cheap standardized valuations and extensive and costly valuations that are tailored to each single case. Thus, a large variety of valuation approaches is recognized.
Regarding the case studies, it will be investigated, how the topic of economic valuation is being dealt
with in each case. It is looked at whether a valuation has been undertaken and whether it has included
a monetary valuation. Subsequently, it is analysed how the valuation has been operationalized and
which methods have been applied.
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3.2.8 Proposition of implementation strategies
ES assessments produce different findings, depending on which methods have been applied and how
the research was conducted. The findings sometimes only deliver suggestions on a meta-level and explicate benefits that only manifest in a long term, but sometimes they allow concrete propositions regarding favourable management strategies, which are directly applicable in the area (Cowling et al.
2008). Literature shows that to stakeholders the proposition of compensation schemes and proper financing instruments is very useful (Albert et al. 2014, De Groot et al. 2010). The authors also suggest
the use of ‘place-based recommendations’ and ‘applied’ scientific information. Furthermore, opportunities for revenue raising have also been appreciated by stakeholders (Waite et al. 2015) and pointing
out possible synergies is deemed essential (Hauck et al. 2013). Besides that, a clear decision support
process is considered very helpful for the incorporation and interpretation of ES information (Ruckelshaus et al. 2015) and deliberations of alternative actions is deemed critical (Martinez-Harms et al.
2015).
In the context of the case studies, it will be analysed whether concrete and realistic implementation
strategies have been provided by the researchers. It is of particular interest to see whether the stakeholders considered the same propositions useful as the researchers.

3.2.9 Process and audience of dissemination
Good communication of the results of ES assessments is an essential step towards generating impact. It
is a multi-dimensional challenge, of which three key aspects are considered in this research. These look
at the process of communication, its content and its audience.
Regarding the process and means of communication, strategic communication has been identified as a
key enabling condition policy influence (Waite et al. 2015). From brochures and leaflets to presentations, newspapers articles and smartphone applications, the variety of communication means is almost
countless. The means also entail different ways of transporting the messages to the audience (Crouzat
et al. 2018, Root-Bernstein & Jaksic 2017). It also needs to be distinguished between the different distributors of the information. These would firstly be the researchers, but other stakeholders and policymakers could take up their messages and spread them further. This automatically leads to the question
of audience. While some forms of dissemination address actors that are politically involved, others are
directly addressed to the general public or certain advocacy groups. Depending on the targeted audience, the content of communication might also differ. Here it will be interesting to see what the overall
narrative is and which key messages are transported. This includes the question whether the term ES is
used, or whether the findings are presented in other words that correspond to more conventional concepts. Regarding this, it has been noted that findings “are often presented in a way that is meaningless
for local stakeholders, and therefore unlikely to foster local buy-in” (Fisher et al. 2008, p. 2064). The
authors emphasize that communication to the general public should be made in common language and
elucidate tangible short-term benefits. Especially a focus on different aspects of human well-being, such
as employment opportunities and economic development, are critical (Saarikoski et al. 2018).
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The case studies are therefore analysed with regards to how the assessments’ findings were communi‐
cated, who was addressed by the communication and which terms and narratives have been used to
explain the assessments.

3.2.10 Evaluation of added value
Along with an ES assessment, it is important that the added value of the assessment is critically evaluated by the researchers (Saarikoski et al. 2018, Waite et al. 2015, Albert et al. 2014). Of course, this
evaluation itself does not directly increase the policy impact of a study, however, it may help the researchers to focus on the points where the assessment can actually be most effective and, additionally,
it can be very helpful for communicating the findings in a way that decision-makers and stakeholders
become convinced of certain findings (Waite et al. 2015). It can be assumed that if, on top of that, the
added value of the concept ES is highlighted, it might even inspire practitioners to engage more closely
with the concept. Furthermore, it ensures that in each case the most helpful concept is chosen, and the
use of ES does not impede the use of a potentially better fitted and more effective concept (Saarikoski
et al. 2018). If ex-post evaluations show to what extent the ES assessments are suitable in which case,
it can be an opportunity to support scientists in selecting the most appropriate approach for future
assessments.
In the analysis of case studies, it will be assessed whether the researches and decision-makers in the
case-study regions have critically evaluated the feasibility of employing an ES assessment in this particular case and whether they have communicated the added value of conducting the assessment in specific and applying the concept ES in general.

3.2.11 Capability of integration into current planning practices
A challenge that is frequently reported about the integration of ES into planning practices is the difficulty
of integrating the ES assessment into existing structures. On the one hand, legislation may not offer the
possibility to (fully) integrate ES (Laurans et al. 2013) and on the other hand, landscape planners’ needs
for environmental information is usually already fulfilled by existing sources and currently available
methods (Albert et al. 2014). Therefore, it is crucial to make ES information as available and serviceable
as possible, to allow for an easy integration into pre-existing planning practices. An additional issue to
this could be that decision-makers are not familiar or confident with the approach and its methods and
disregard findings and propositions for this reason (Villa et al. 2014, Waite et al. 2015). Researchers can
either adapt the assessment to fit into conventional planning practices or highlight its benefits in a way
that decision-makers and stakeholders voluntarily integrate ES information into their working routines.
Several of the abovementioned design features determine the extent to which the assessments are
capable of being integrated into official planning practices and stakeholder’s working routines. These
include for example the background and the regional context, the methods used in the assessments and
the proposition of concrete implementation strategies.
This meta-feature aims at finding out how the assessments fitted to the regional planning practices,
whether regional needs and requirements were considered and whether this has led to a successful
integration into current planning practices. Additionally, it is also investigated, which other design features might contribute to make the integration of findings into regional planning practices possible.
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3.2.12 Simplicity of the approach
There are concerns about the possible high complexity of ES assessments and many of the abovementioned factors influence the complexity of ES assessments (Ruckelshaus et al. 2015). While good communication can make the assessments appear simple and understandable, large-scale participation
practices, sophisticated statistical models and elaborate valuation schemes often increase the complexity. The integration of the practices into decision making processes can consequently make these processes more difficult and less transparent. An inadequately high complexity could also entail that limited
resources constrain the conduction of ES assessments in the first place (Albert et al. 2014) and thereby
impede the mainstreaming of the concept. These concerns towards complex assessments could be addressed by using simple approaches. While they can make the findings more transparent and easier to
communicate, they also come with the risk of oversimplification which may reduce the legitimacy and
explanatory power of assessments (Villa et al. 2014, Hauck et al. 2013). Therefore, satisfying the needs
for simplicity, transparency and robustness at the same time remains a challenge (Albert et al. 2014,
Villa et al. 2014). This indicator also relies on other of the already mentioned indicators (e.g. methods
of assessment, scenarios analysis, and process of dissemination).
This thesis critically reflects how the tension between reduction of complexity and oversimplification
has been dealt with in each case study and what conclusions and recommendations can be drawn from
these.

3.3 Policy impacts of ES assessments
There is no general definition about what a policy impact actually is, how it can be broken down and at
which degree of visibility an impact starts. Finding a clear definition of what counts as an impact of an
assessment, is hardly possible and both implicit and explicit connections to the assessment need to be
considered. Consequently, it is necessary to utilize multiple approaches and perspectives to assess the
different facets of policy impact (Hansen et al. 2015). Therefore, in this thesis the impact was analysed
through a number of aspects that cover different notions that together give a comprehensive understanding of all sorts of impacts an ES assessment can have. The thresholds between different impacts
are not always clear. There are for example measurable changes of practices, developed, but stalled
planning documents, subtle changes of conceptions and opinions of stakeholders that may cause
changes of practices in the future, and alleged changes of attitudes that will have no lasting impacts
(Primmer and Furman 2012). Since these impacts are nevertheless all relevant, this thesis tries to consider all of them appropriately. Ruckelshaus et al. (2015) describe four possible outcomes of ES assessments that all have different impact levels. According to their model the mere (1) dissemination of results has the lowest impact, a (2) breakdown of stakeholder differences and the mediation of them
comes next. The second highest impact level would be the (3) establishment of new policy and finance
mechanism, only to be topped by (4) approaches that lead directly to an improvement of practices. In
a later study (Posner et al. 2016), the second impact level was differentiated into two steps: the common
understanding of ES among all stakeholders as a first step (here termed as development of stakeholder
perspectives) and a mediation of differences among stakeholders as a potential subsequent step (here
adapted and termed as development of collaboration among stakeholders). Regarding the classification
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of the impacts, three types of knowledge use are commonly used to classify the effects of ES assessments. The types mentioned are conceptual (framing of dialog, awareness building), instrumental (using
ES knowledge as a tool to have a specific impact) and strategic (build support among stakeholders) (Dick
et al. 2018, McKenzie et al. 2014, Waylen & Young 2014). In McKenzie et al. (2014) they are described
as a process with conceptual use being the basis for strategic use, which again builds the basis for instrumental use. They can be adopted here to distinguish between different policy impacts.
This thesis therefore tries to look into each of the different sorts of impact and describe which kind of
impact has been induced by the case studies at hand. The impact is broken down into the five aspects,
given in Table 5.
Table 5: Overview of assessment impacts considered in this thesis
Impact
Integration into policy plans

Explanation
Concepts, ideas and suggestions from the assessments that
were implemented into policy plans or other documents
Development of actions
Visible changes in management or communication
Development of stakeholders’ per‐ Stakeholders’ understanding and knowledge about the con‐
spectives
cept and perception of the assessment
Development of collaboration among Collaboration between different stakeholders, stakeholder
stakeholders
groups
Development of public opinion
Assessments influence on public opinion and knowledge
about ES

3.3.1 Integration into policy plans
A first step that is often prerequisite before management measures are implemented, is their integration into policy plans and documents. Here, the scope of documents is rather heterogeneous – in different countries, regions and municipalities, different planning procedures are performed. Therefore,
the first step in this study will look at which documents the findings of the study were implemented into
and what the regional relevance of these documents is.
Secondly, the assessments’ implementation into documents will be regarded. Hansen et al. (2015) describe two possible ways of implementation. While a ‘light way’ includes aspects of terminology, the‐
matic scope and the notion of human-nature relations but does not necessarily need to reference the
concept itself, a ‘profound way’ also implements methods for measurement and valuation of ES. They
conclude from their study that both forms of implementation take place and that each can have positive
effects on ecosystems and human well-being. Alternatively, a ‘very light way’ is also considered in this
study, where the implementation only refers to very explicit measures and the management of certain
landscape elements, without making a conceptual connection to ES.
The case-study analysis regards, which features of the ES assessment were integrated into the documents. This includes an analysis of which documents were influenced and why certain findings or ideas
were implemented.
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3.3.2 Development of actions
In the same pathway as the integration into policy plans and based upon them (Posner et al. 2016) lies
the establishment of policy and finance mechanisms or, more general, the development of actions. In
this study this refers to all land use issues that have been subject to the assessment and that since have
experienced change. This might be based upon changes in policy documents which have led to the implementation of new management practices; but may also go beyond and include voluntary changes of
behaviours by certain stakeholders or changes in environmental education. Since the implementation
of ES assessments is often not directly visible and only leads to long-term changes of action (Albert et
al. 2014) it is not expected that significant changes are already visible. However, some short-term implementations, such as model areas or environmental communication measures, may be visible rather
rapidly.
In the case study analysis, such short-term changes will be considered. To allow for the inclusion of any
sort of indirect implementations and side-effects of the assessments with regards to the individuality of
each case, this design feature is deliberately defined very openly.

3.3.3 Development of stakeholders’ perspectives
Changes in stakeholders’ perspectives and opinions are very common hopes that are put into ES assessments. Ruckelshaus et al. (2015) have drawn the conclusion that a successful ES assessment relies on
the trust that is given to it by decision-makers and other stakeholders. To become trustworthy, two of
the most important attributes of an assessment are its credibility and its legitimacy (Posner et al. 2016).
It is crucial that stakeholders believe in the objectiveness of the assessment and that they consider it a
product of a legitimate process. This could for example be achieved when the assessment’s findings are
discussed and refined using the input of stakeholders (Hansen et al. 2015, Posner et al. 2016). Additionally, the findings must be salient and notable to stakeholders so that they cannot be ignored.
Even if the assessment is credible, legitimate and salient, it remains arguable whether the perspectives
of stakeholders are actually changeable through ES assessment. Some authors highlight that the use of
ES may not address the real issues at hand (Albert et al. 2014, Laurans et al. 2013). This means, that ES
assessment are often used to indicate a socially optimal management plans, but neglect issues of distributional nature, which are often crucial to stakeholders’ opinions. This could pose problems, if a stakeholder is subject to worse disproportionally conditions under the socially optimal management. Furthermore, ideological conflicts and political discordances among stakeholders may be highlighted by ES assessments. Other researchers argue that ES knowledge needs to be perceived as unbiased and as a fair
consideration of different stakeholder values (Posner et al. 2016). Additionally, it can be investigated
whether some stakeholders have adopted the concept and used ES and information obtained through
the assessment for their own publicity or information campaigns.
In the case study analysis, this aspect is highlighted to make explicit whether and how the regarded ES
assessments have been able to have an impact on stakeholders’ perception and understanding of the
regional situation. An important side aspect in this context is the question how well the assessment was
accepted by the stakeholders.
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3.3.4 Development of collaboration among stakeholders
The capability of advancing collaboration and engagement of stakeholders has been named as one of
the big advantages of the application of ES in environmental assessments (Dick et al. 2018, Schröter et
al. 2014). According to that rational, discussions about ES enable communication and help mediating
between different stakeholders (Dick et al. 2018, Schröter et al. 2014). Additionally, Posner et al. (2016)
describe a pathway in which ES helps to develop a common language among different stakeholders. It
could subsequently lead to a better articulation of their positions and allow for more substantial discussions which could eventually serve to effectively mediate differences between them. This requires, however, that stakeholders are willing to adopt the system and adapt their argumentations to it. This is not
always the case (Saarikoski et al. 2018) and some stakeholders could disclaim the concept of ES, either
for ethical reasons (Schröter et al. 2014) or strategic ones (Laurans et al. 2013).
When looking at the case studies, this aspect highlights, how the collaboration among stakeholders has
developed in the context of the assessment and whether the use of ES has helped to strengthen collaborations among them.

3.3.5 Development of public opinion
The application of ES can increase transparency about environmental management decisions (Albert et
al. 2014, Laurans et al. 2013) and thereby contribute to a better democratic legitimation of environmental planning. Building public support is in the interest of decision-makers and the fundamental basis
for a wide acceptance of policy changes, let alone potential levies or payments to ES (Waite et al. 2015).
It is therefore very important to investigate, whether the assessment has stimulated discussions in the
public, whether it was discussed in regional newspapers and other media and whether it could actually
contribute to shaping the opinions of a broader public.
Since the scope of this study does not allow for conducting surveys to directly capture the public onion
in the case-study regions, this will be investigated through the experiences of the stakeholders, some of
whom work in public positions and are in regular contact with citizens. Drawing from these experiences,
it is tried to collect ideas about what makes an ES assessment understandable and appealing for the
general public.

3.4 Summary
Each section has already concluded in a short summary that describes how the respective design feature
or impact is considered in the analysis of the case studies. An overall summary of all features and impacts is given in Figure 4. This figure depicts all design features and their categories that were discussed
in this literature review and all impacts. Thus, it provides an overview of the answers to RQ1 and RQ2.
In the following chapter, the case studies are being analysed according to this framework, which thereby
serves as the theoretical framework for RQ3 and RQ4.
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Figure 4: Overview of the findings from the literature review and conceptualization of the research design
for the case study analysis. The features on the left-hand side describe the factors that comprise the
design of an ES assessment. On the right-hand side the aspects that are used to describe the impact, are
given. The dashed arrow depicts the study’s aim to investigate the connection between the assessments’
designs and their impacts.
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4. Results
This chapter compiles and describes all information that was obtained in each case study. At first, the
results of each case study will be described separately. For each case study, a brief overview of the case
and a description of the available resources is given, an overview of the resources in table format is
provided in Table 3 (Chapter 2). Then, the gathered information is described. It is divided into the categories assessment design and policy impacts which are loosely ordered according to the design features
and impacts discussed in the conceptual framework. A table that contains on overview of the results of
all case studies strictly ordered according to the design features and impacts is provided in Appendix C.
Lastly, an analysis of the results from all case studies will be provided in Chapter 4.4.

4.1 Case study 1 – Märkische Schweiz
4.1.1. Introduction
The first case-study region is a rural region that is located in the North-East of Germany, between the
cities of Berlin and Frankfurt (Oder). The region is characterized mainly by agricultural land use but also
comprises the Nature Park Märkische Schweiz which serves as a fairly popular tourist destination. It
features elevations and lakes that were constituted as end moraines. The assessment deals with the
agricultural landscapes and the effects of scale enlargements on ES.
Ungaro et al. (2014) describe an approach to assess landscape services based on different models. It
was mainly used to assess the composition and interrelation of services in agricultural landscapes and
to identify hotspots of services provision from certain landscape elements. While resource MS3 provides
an abridged version of it, MS2 assesses the provision of landscape services based on specific landscape
elements which are not included in Corine Land Cover data and MS4 describes the provision of ES with
respect to different scale enlargement scenarios. Häfner et al. (2017) and, in an abridged form, MS5
describe a visual choice experiment to assess the aesthetic value of different elements in agrarian landscapes. Based on this, Ungaro et al. (2016) examine how the visual landscape quality and thus the provision of cultural ES could be enhanced and what costs this would induce. The four research reports
MS2, MS3, MS4 and MS5 were published online. Their contents and findings overlap to some extent
with the published research papers, but emphasize different aspects, are more concise and give explicit
policy recommendations.

4.1.2 Design
The case study is embedded into the CLAIM program, which was coordinated by the European Commission and ran for three years from 2012 until 2014. CLAIM stands for “Supporting the role of the Common
agricultural policy in landscape valorization: improving the knowledge base of the contribution of landscape management to the rural economy” (MS8). It intended to provide “insights into the ability of
landscape to contribute to the production of added value for society in rural areas” (MS8) in order to
support an effective design of the European Union’s Common Agricultural Policy. Within CLAIM, nine
case studies were conducted throughout Europe. One among these was conducted by the ZALF (Leibniz
Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research in Müncheberg, Germany). The ZALF was the initiator and
conducted the assessment without further discussing the approach and the problem setting with regional policy-makers and other stakeholders (MS1). Also, there were no urgent issues in the region that
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provided a special relevance of environmental topics. The intention of the researchers and the project
through which the study was funded, was rather to develop ideas for sustainable development of agrarian landscapes. In this context, the study region served as a model region of an agrarian landscape with
certain attributes and a valuable national park area close by. Nevertheless, the studies mention that the
findings are relevant for regional policy makers and that they could be implemented in the region.
Regarding the ES concept that has been applied in this case study, Ungaro et al. (2014) consider a selection of ecosystem services that were deemed important for the case-study region. The selection was
supported by the judgements of regional stakeholders. According to this selection, the most relevant ES
of the region were habitat for species, crop production, water storage and supply, water regulation and
visual appreciation and inspiration for culture, art and design. The likewise important services regional
identity and recreation were not separately assessed but included in visual appreciation (Ungaro et al.
2014). For each of the five ES that were selected in the first study, a proxy was selected to estimate its
supply at any given point of the study area. In a stratified random sampling, 1344 point were selected,
for each of which the presence or absence of each ES was assessed (Ungaro et al. 2014). From this
dataset, probability maps for each service and for couples of services were developed with the help of
variogram models.
An important part of this study was the assessment of cultural ES, especially with a focus on visual landscape attributes (Häfner et al. 2017, Ungaro et al. 2016). In Häfner et al. (2017) the four landscape
attributes point green elements, linear green elements, crop diversity and presence of livestock were
visualized and rated by regional respondents on their attractiveness. Subsequently, an overall preference list for different landscape attributes was developed. Ungaro et al. (2016) created probability maps
depicting the provision of aesthetic services based on the data obtained in Häfner et al. (2017). The
researchers then analyzed, how changes in the setup of landscape elements would affect the provision
of cultural ES and how big these changes would need to be to achieve a utility class change, i.e. a considerable gain in each region. They then calculated for each region what the costs of increasing the
aesthetic value would be.
Scenario analysis was applied in two aspects. At first, the effects of removing different landscape elements was analyzed by assessing the provision of ES in different scenarios (MS4). In this case, rather
extreme scenarios of scale enlargement produced results that serve as reference values in a continuous
spectrum. Secondly, the visual choice experiments in which different land use scenarios and landscape
structures were rated by regional residents and visitors used scenarios (Häfner et al. 2017). Here, the
different scenarios ranged from empty landscapes to very structured landscapes and provided images
about possible regional development pathways.
In terms of stakeholder engagement, the selection of relevant ES was done with the help of regional
experts (Ungaro et al. 2014). In the visual choice experiment the opinions of regional residents and
visitors were surveyed. In total, 200 people participated in the survey (Häfner et al. 2017). Both times,
the stakeholders were engaged in a consultative way. Apart from these occasions, there was little to no
involvement of regional stakeholders into the assessment (MS1). Two stakeholders (one of which is very
influential regarding the regional development) declined interview requests by saying that they could
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not contribute to the research. Both mentioned that they had only been informed of the assessment in
the context of one dissemination event which did not provide a lot of information to them that they
considered relevant (MS6, MS7).
A direct valuation of ecosystem services was not part of the assessments in this case study. In the first
study, only the occurrence of ES was assessed, and ES were depicted only as present or not present. In
the second and third study, the landscape was indexed according to its aesthetical value, however, this
was expressed in the sum of their utility and subsequently in utility classes.
Concrete policy recommendations are mentioned in the published research papers. On top of that, each
of the policy papers (MS2, MS3, MS4, MS5) concludes in a section ‘Lessons learned & policy recommendations’. The recommendations range from very general and not case specific to concrete and applica‐
ble advice. While the concreteness and practicability of these recommendations differs, many leverage
points are provided. Rather general recommendations are for example that inventories of landscape
dynamics and services should be developed and maintained (MS2) and that a targeted level of landscape
functions should be maintained (MS3). A recommendation that is more directly applicable is that current policies are characterized as a major threat to ES delivery and subsequently socio-economic development (MS3). Finally, a rather concrete recommendation is that aesthetic value perspectives should
be considered more in order to attain multi-objective targeting of policies (MS5). Here, also other very
concrete recommendations to enhance the provision of cultural ES, such as a greater diversity of crops,
more hedgerows and trees and grazing livestock, are given. The same applies for the published research
paper on the visual choice experiment, where the focus is closely directed at the case-study region. This
becomes clear because ‘the conservation of hedges and tree rows’ are mentioned as methods to coun‐
ter the current trend of clearance of the landscape and the role of point elements and livestock is highlighted to be the most feasible given the boundary conditions of the case-study region.
Regarding the process and audience of communication, it was at first very difficult to obtain non-scientific information about the assessments, no such material was retrievable online. In a scientific manner,
the results were communicated on the online platform of the CLAIM project where four short summaries of different parts of the project can be retrieved. These reports are available in English language
only. An event was organized in the case-study region during which the results were presented and
discussed to a range of affected stakeholders. These stakeholders included relevant regional stakeholders, such as practitioners from the tourism sector, the management of the national park, a regional
management planning bureau and an environmental education centre. However, the event did not
seem to have a lasting impact on the participants. They mentioned that the presentation of the assessment’s findings and some ensuing discussions had been interesting, but that neither ground-breaking
information was transported, nor inspiring dialogues were stimulated (MS1, MS6, MS7). In the research
papers and in the reports, the concrete added value of the ES approach is not directly mentioned, only
in some parts the added value is indicated implicitly. In one of the papers, for example, the authors
argue that the approach offered decision-relevant information and that a focus on cultural ES would be
suitable to legitimatize and permit new governance models and payment schemes (Ungaro et al. 2016).
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The interviews and the written statements clearly showed that the stakeholders did not have the capacity to integrate the assessments’ findings into their working routines. Stakeholders mentioned repeatedly, that the study’s outcomes were on a meta-level that was not relevant for practitioners and
that the study was too “academic” (MS1). The project was not inter-coordinated with other regional
stakeholders, especially not with such that could have direct influence on the development of regional
plans, instead, the assessments were organized rather independently (MS1). The overall impression of
the assessment’s simplicity was that the approach was on the one hand scientifically very accurate, but
on the other hand not directly accessible and relevant to practitioners (MS1). Elaborate statistical tools
were employed to develop probability maps of ES provision (e.g. Ungaro et al. 2014). However, according to practitioners, the assessment and the findings were too much on a meta-level and drawing relevant conclusions from them was too difficult. The part of the study that focused on visual landscape
quality, however, was mentioned as concrete and comprehensible, but were not communicated assertively enough to be well remembered (MS1).

4.1.3 Policy impacts
Regarding the integration into policy plans and documents, the European focus of the CLAIM project
makes the evaluation of the policy impact a bit more difficult. Since the ambition of CLAIM is to draw
superordinate conclusions that may be used to feed into the development of the European Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP), the assessments also targets and international audience and on producing
recommendations in an international context. Any potential impact outside of the case-study region is
not regarded in this thesis. Despite this, the papers and reports feature information that can be highly
relevant for regional planning. However, an exchange between the researchers and regional policymakers was not reported. In the interview the practitioner mentioned that the research had been done
in an academic ‘ivory tower’ and that not enough links between the study and regional actors were
established (MS1). While priority areas were highlighted in the studies (Ungaro et al. 2016) and during
the presentation (MS1) they seemed to not meet the actual planning needs. It was reported that it
would have been necessary to feed the findings into the regional development strategy in order for
them to potentially become effective (MS1).
Regarding the development of actions, no implementations were observed or reported. However, this
can mainly be attributed to the overall aim which was directed rather at gaining fundamental transferable knowledge than at generating actions regionally. In the interview it became apparent that only
measures that contributed to draw more funding into the region would have good chance of being
implemented (MS1).
The perspectives of the stakeholders that were contacted, have largely not been affected by the assessment. The interviewee was alienated because the assessment had mainly regarded a meta-level that
did not really touch her working environment and the needs of the regional practitioners. After she had
received the key words cultural ecosystem services and landscape elements, she remembered that this
part of the assessment had indeed been very interesting to her and that some concrete ideas were
brought forward. These ideas could be of special relevance for the Nature Park, but a lack of resources
hindered their flexibility of action. An additional position, for example, would allow them to develop
ideas on how ES could be best integrated (MS1). It was also mentioned that the assessment and its
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findings had the potential to influence the dialogue in the future and that there could be projects and
opportunities to use this information in the future. However, using it was clearly not a priority in the
region. Furthermore, one stakeholder responded to the interview request that she had not been able
to use any of the studies’ findings in her work as national park manager. This was, however, mainly due
to the way the findings were published (English language, no concrete implementation strategies proposed, no concise executive summary) and less due to the quality or the findings of the study (MS6).
The study might not have touched some of the real issues at hand and contributed to resolve them. This
means that the conflict between landscape aesthetics and scale enlargements was well discussed, but
its contributing factors were disregarded, and no solution-oriented propositions were given (MS4).
Regarding the development of collaboration among stakeholders, not a lot of networking has been observed. The stakeholder said that the communication event was a nice occasion to start a dialogue, but
not sufficient to go deeper and initiate actual collaborations. The interviewee did have a large network
of people relevant in the regional management, but reported that her networks have developed
through other projects (MS1). She even mentioned that existing networks such as a cooperation with
the regional University of Eberswalde which also does research on ecosystem services, that could potentially have activated certain stakeholders and amplified the dissemination of results, had not been
used in this project (Interview 1). On the other hand, the stakeholder explicitly mentioned the need for
a better collaboration among stakeholders. She expressed that methods which could mediate the discussions between ‘militant’ groups, would be very much appreciated by many stakeholders. However,
this was not observed as a result of this case study (MS1).
There has been very little public communication in the region and there are no indications that a change
of public opinion in this case study area has taken place.

4.2 Case study 2 – Krummhörn
4.2.1 Introduction
The second case study focuses on the municipality of Krummhörn, located on a peninsula in the region
East Frisia in Lower Saxony in the North-West of Germany, close the city of Emden and the border to
the Netherlands. Krummhörn is a municipality that comprises of 19 villages, the biggest of which is Pewsum and the most famous of which is Greetsiel with around 1 Million visitors per year (KH1).
The ES assessment was conducted within a project that aimed at exploring climate adaptation strategies. The project has yielded several published research papers, among these are three that are directly
linked to ES and may support policy-making (Cebrián-Piqueras et al. 2017, Karrasch et al. 2017, Karrasch
et al. 2014,). The first paper (Karrasch et al. 2014) describes the process that was carried out to assess
the supply and demand of ecosystem services under the influence of climate driven changes. The second paper (Cebrián-Piqueras et al. 2017) analyzes the difference in perception of ecosystem services
between conservationists and farmers. The third paper (Karrasch et al. 2017) builds upon the other two
and describes the development of land use scenarios that were based on ecosystem services. It then
explains how these scenarios were discussed with different stakeholders and adapted to a consensual
scenario. This process was a long-term collaboration with regional stakeholders that aimed to stimulate
a regional impact. The focus of the analysis lies on the third paper, it was the one that had the biggest
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public outreach and the one that was directly connected to the process that was investigated in the
interviews. Other outputs of the project were information brochures (KH5, KH6), an information leaflet
(KH7) and a picture book for children (KH8). On top of that, four interviews with stakeholders who were
involved in the project were conducted. The interviews were conducted with the head of the regional
tourism association (KH1), with the public-relations officer of the municipality Krummhörn (KH2), with
a representative from the Lower Nature Conservation Authority (KH3) and with a representative from
the Chamber of Agriculture of Lower Saxony (KH4).

4.2.2 Design
The collaborative research project COMTESS (Sustainable coastal land management: Trade-offs in ecosystem services) was conducted between 2012 and 2016. COMTESS was a federal program featuring
two case studies which aimed at examining coastal protection and sustainable land use (KH6) and was
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Only the case study in Krummhörn
featured the concept ecosystem services and subject to this study. The cases study was initiated by the
researchers from the University of Oldenburg (KH1, KH3, KH4). The assessment was not directly embedded into a short-term regional planning process but aimed at discussing long-term scenarios with various stakeholders that represented different interest groups. Therefore, the aim was not to develop
concrete implementation strategies, but rather to influence stakeholders’ collaboration and the public
opinion, to positively feed back into future planning processes.
Land reclamation and maintenance of flood protection are traditionally very important in the case-study
region. Around a third of the peninsula’s land area is situated below sea level (Karrasch et al. 2014). The
decision-context is a latent threat of rising sea levels and the challenges of defending the shoreline and
draining the inland. In early 2018 for example, heavy rainfalls flooded large agricultural areas and created economic damages. While the threats are not yet constantly pressing, it is expected that the risks
will increase with a proceeding climate change. Therefore, all stakeholders agreed that it is important
to discuss certain scenarios to develop a shared understanding of possible adaptation strategies (KH1,
KH2, KH3, KH4). On the other hand, there is no consensus on the magnitude of future flood hazards and
on which respective scenario planning should be based on (KH2).
The University of Oldenburg who had initiated the project also made the proposition to include the
concept ES (KH4). In the published research papers, the use of ES is described explicitly (Karrasch et al.
2017, Karrasch et al. 2014). While the first publication refers to the MA framework (MA 2005), the last
paper elaborates that the approach was developed from the CICES classification (Haines-Young &
Potschin 2012). The ecosystem services framework that was used is not specifically highlighted in the
non-scientific publications and in the correspondences with the stakeholders. In one brochure (KH5), a
box explains the idea behind ecosystem services and their application in this case in very simple words
and does not mention a specific framework. There has not been a public explanation why the concept
ES has been used and what its additional value is (KH3, KH4). The brochures only briefly mention its
benefits in its ability to objectively compare different land use options (KH5).
The provision of ecosystem services was assessed by compiling a list of land use elements that were
subject to change over the different scenarios. Additionally, a list of relevant ecosystem services was
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developed. In the process of establishing both lists, regional experts were consulted. Each land use element was then attached to its expected output in ecosystem services. The services that were considered
for this assessment and their respective categories are directly drawn from the CICES framework and
stated in Table 6.
Table 6: Ecosystem services considered in case study KH (Karrasch et al. 2017)
ES category
Provisioning services

Regulating and maintenance services

Ecological capacity

Ecosystem services
Food production
Forage production
Freshwater
Reduction of greenhouse gases
Hazard regulation by water retention
Prevention of saltwater intrusion
Recreation and tourism
Community identification

One of the main focus points of this study was the establishment, discussion and dissemination of different land use scenarios in response to climatic change. The scenarios were designed to have very long
time-frames, each reaching out to about one hundred years. The researchers proposed three scenarios
and put them up for discussion in the expert forums. The scenarios were based on the assumption that
climate change induced increases of rain fall events and rising sea levels will increase the risk of floods
and that adaptation strategies need to be developed (Karrasch et al. 2017). The first scenario was a
business as usual scenario, the second one put a focus on water management and the last one highlighted climate protection by reducing carbon emissions (KH6). Each scenario was visualized and displayed in maps on which the expected land use was visible. In the ensuing discussion, a new, stakeholder-based, scenario was developed as a feasible compromise (KH5).
In the development process of the actor-based scenario, the engagement of stakeholders was explicitly
emphasized by the researchers (Karrasch et al. 2017, KH5). They invited a comprehensive selection of
regional experts for the assessment, all of which were integrated into the landscape planning process.
Throughout a four-year process, several ‘expert forums’ were held. In individual interviews and focus
groups, the stakeholders were made familiar with the concept of ecosystem services, contributed expertise on their domains regarding which services could be expected from different land uses. They
were also made familiar with different land management options and the proposed scenarios. Subsequently, annual meeting were organized, during which the experts could discuss the scenarios and bring
in their own expertise to further develop them. This was aimed to initiate a consensus building process
(Karrasch et al. 2017).
In this case study a monetary valuation was undertaken by the researchers as a basis to develop the
scenarios. It was only used to inform the expert during the forums and to serve as a basis for discussion
(KH5). The monetary values were assigned to different land uses and alternative ways of revenues were
explored for multifunctional scenarios (e.g. using polders to retain water and to grow reed for biomass
production (KH4)). In the publications the valuation was only sketchily communicated, such as that it
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was described how the valuation had taken place and how it was used to inform the stakeholders (KH5).
The stakeholders themselves could only remotely remember that it had taken place (KH1, KH4).
The following section explores in which ways concrete implementation strategies were proposed as a
result of the project. The researchers did not deduce an optimal land management option and an implementation strategy from the ES assessment. The aim was rather to develop a stakeholders-based
scenario in the expert forums, on which all stakeholders had agreed upon. Therefore, the application of
ES was not used to indicate optimal management, but to enrich the discussion among experts to help
them develop a strategy that is on the one hand optimal on a societal scale, but does also address
concrete issues and respects all stakeholders views (Karrasch et al. 2017). A drawback, however, is that
all stakeholders were from a regional scale, whereas many important political decisions and planning
requirements are regulated on a larger scale (e.g. federal or European). Also, the scenarios are based
on long-term considerations and a very long time-frame, thus their concrete applicability is not quickly
attainable.
Regarding the process and audience of dissemination, several ways of communication were observed
in this study. An exhibition was developed that included the results of the expert forums and communicated the different scenarios to the public. The exhibition was shown in the town hall of the village of
Pewsum (the administrative center of the Krummhörn) for several weeks and then moved to several
other locations, including the popular tourist destination Greetsiel. Next to the exhibition, several leaflets and brochures (with different degrees of detail and aimed at different target groups) were developed. A distinctive feature regarding the communication of this case study is a picture book that was
printed to communicate the project to children (KH8). In this picture book, a young girl explores the
area and hunts ‘treasures’. It turns out that these treasures are functions and services of the ecosystem
(e.g. provision of crops and biomass, flood protection, biodiversity and erosion control of reed and salt
marshes, and the cultural value attached to the landscape). While none of the terms ‘ecosystem’, ‘func‐
tion’, or ‘services’ is explicitly used in the book (KH8), the value of nature is the main narrative, and the
benefits of different landscape elements are explicitly stated. To a reader who is familiar with the concept of ES, its roots in the concept are apparent. The researchers also held close connections to regional
journalists, and consequently attained some media coverage in newspapers. In all these disseminations,
however, the term ‘ecosystem services’ was, if at all, only sparsely used. The communication focused
more on the participatory process and the scenarios.
Regarding the capability of integration into current planning practices, this case study’s approach aimed
at a rather a long-term support for the development of policies in the area than to be concretely integrated into current practices. Nevertheless, stakeholders reported that the methodology was not directly relevant to them (KH1, KH4) and one stakeholder was interested, but could from a certain point
not participate anymore in the process, because his and his department’s attention was fully occupied
by other projects with a short-term focus (KH3), in this specific case, a deadline for proposals on construction sites of new windmills caused a pile of work for the nature protection agency, since they were
involved in making risk assessments on the windmills’ impact on bat populations). Thus, the long-term
focus of the ecosystem-services assessment was in this case a factor that caused the disengagement of
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certain stakeholders. On another note, it seemed difficult to adopt concrete measures from the scenarios into actual planning strategies.
Regarding the simplicity of the assessment, all interviewees have confirmed that the assessment was
very comprehensible, that the scenarios were well worked out and that the process, the assumptions
and methodologies were very clear to them (KH1, KH3, KH4). However, the connection to the concept
of ecosystem services and the valuation that was used in the process was not very clear and the stakeholders avoided saying concrete things about ES, possibly, because it was not easily perspicuous to
them. On the other hand, the concept is explicitly featured in a brochure (KH5) and implicitly featured
in a picture book (KH8). In both publication it is explained in simple words.

4.2.3 Policy impacts
Regarding the integration into policy plans, the formal regional spatial plan of the county was developed
in parallel to the ES assessment and influenced by it. The plan features references to the actor-based
scenario. In particular, the principle of retaining water in polders rather than pumping it was adopted
by accounting for small polders and by evaluating what ES are connected to such polders (Karrasch et
al. 2017, KH9). While there were initially no formal links between the assessment and the development
of the regional development plan, the (at that point) preliminary findings were integrated into the plan
in 2015. However, it must also be considered that they played only a minor role in the plan which contained also many other potential measures. The updated version of the plan (KH10) still features references to COMTESS and the actor-based scenario, however, they are not as distinct as in the previous
version from 2015.
Since it was the study’s aim to sensitize the stakeholders and the public for the long-term challenges of
climate change adaptation strategies, short-term changes of actions were not a prior aim. Accordingly,
only few of such were reported by the stakeholders. A persistent continuation or institutionalization of
the project to implement some of the findings was not done. This could have been achieved through
creating a permanent position (KH2). Something that has indeed been initiated by the study were follow-up studies that investigate side aspects which were found to be relevant management scenarios
(KH3). The strategic shift from pumping water towards storing it, evolved as a consequence of the debates (Karrasch et al. 2017). While this is not yet an already applied action, it does reflect a consensual
agreement and a change of paradigms which may have diverse impacts in the future. The application of
the concept in educational material can also be considered as action, however, the researchers were
still in charge of developing it.
Regarding the development of stakeholders’ perspectives, a drastic change did not come across in the
interviews. All stakeholders reported that the expert forums were ‘very interesting’ and helped the dif‐
ferent stakeholders to exchange their views. However, concrete knowledge of the concept of ecosystem
services was not present anymore. While the stakeholders remembered the scenarios very well, they
only remembered that the term ‘ecosystem services’ had been used but were not able to state a broad
definition of it (KH1, KH4). When developing the actor-based scenario, the stakeholders did not think
about ES, but regarded the topic primarily from their perspectives (KH2). The interviewees said that the
study had inspired them to think further and broader than before (KH1, KH2), but because this way of
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thinking was not directly related to their daily routines, this could wear off after a while (KH2). From all
interviews it showed through that the stakeholders were in general satisfied with their conventional
way of working and, while being open to discussion, not very flexible with their approaches. It was said
that the findings of the assessment were ‘in the drawer’ and that they would be used, if similar issues
were again discussed in the future (KH2, KH3, KH4). One interviewee reported that the study had helped
to organize the perspectives present in the way that all stakeholders were forced to communicate
clearly where they set priorities and how they justified these (KH4). During the process, the participation
of stakeholders in the expert forums was very high and all stakeholders participated frequently and on
a voluntary basis (KH2, KH3). It is also an interesting side-note that the willingness of stakeholders to
collaborate with this thesis research was very high. All stakeholders in Krummhörn were very quick and
happy to respond the interview requests and available for interviews.
Some stakeholder deemed the scenarios that had been developed by the researchers slightly critical
(KH2, KH4), because they were based on certain assumptions regarding the development of the climate
that were considered too extreme (KH2) and only included a given set of pathways (KH4). Nevertheless,
both stakeholders reported that their skepticism was well perceived, and compromises, which satisfied
them, were quickly found. Especially the development of the actor-based scenario was reported as a
very fruitful process.
The development of collaboration among stakeholders was evaluated rather positively. The stakeholders reported that the collaboration among each other had improved through the process and that new
networks had been established. This was especially emphasized by the two stakeholders whose offices
were based outside of the study area (KH3, KH4). The other two stakeholders said that the networks
with most relevant stakeholders had already been established prior to the study and that collaboration
among different stakeholder groups had already been strong. However, they also confirmed that the
process had contributed to maintain the existing networks (KH1, KH2). While common goals and latent
conflicts were now clearer to most stakeholders, they did not expect the closer collaboration to persist
for a very long time after the end of the study.
The stakeholders could not provide a lot of information about the development of the public opinion
but said that they were very happy with the public outreach of the study and with its presentation
through an exhibition (KH1, KH2, KH3, KH4). Only one stakeholder, interestingly the communication
officer of the Krummhörn, reported that, despite the relevant topic and the success of the exhibition
and the brochures, only a minority of citizens knew about the project, and that therefore the communication on the subject was not used to its potential (KH2). He suggested that even more effort would
be needed to create public attention. It is difficult to tell, and beyond the scope of this thesis, what
impact the picture book and the role of ecosystem services within this book has on the public opinion.

4.3 Case study 3 – Obere Elbe/Osterzgebirge
4.3.1 Introduction
The third case study considered a rural region south of Dresden in Saxony, Eastern Germany. This region
is characterized by forests and agricultural areas. The case study area has been subject to different programs regarding regional development which are described in detail below.
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All ecosystem services related assessments were conducted within the REGKLAM (Integrated regional
program for climate adaptation in the model region Dresden) program. Overall 10 research papers were
published that are associated to REGKLAM and feature ecosystem services, all of which feed into the
final REGKLAM report. This study focuses only on those papers and assessments that were established
and discussed in collaboration with KLIMAfit and the regional planning authority. These studies deal
with the development of a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) and its implementation into a digital tool to
assess ES provision in different management scenarios regarding afforestation and water erosion. The
first paper (Koschke et al. 2012) describes an MCA which was developed to estimate potentials of ES
provision in the study area. Hereby, ES distribution maps were developed. These maps were subsequently fed into the tool Pimp Your Landscape (PYL), which was fundamentally enhanced for this study
and has itself been subject to a paper (Fürst et al. 2010). The third paper (Fürst et al. 2013) is based
upon the MCA that was explained above. In this assessment, the effect of different forestation patterns
on ecosystem services is elaborated. The last paper in this case study (Frank et al. 2014) is also based
upon the MCA and analyzes strategies to reduce water erosion and their side effects on the provision
of ecosystem services. Other papers like Fürst et al. (2011), Koschke et al. (2013) and Frank et al. (2013)
have a methodological focus and were used to optimize PYL. In this study, they are only used to discuss
side-aspects of the assessments. The evaluative paper that compares ecosystem-based climate adaptation strategies of German municipalities (Zölch et al. 2018) gives a brief overview of the conceptualization of ecosystem services in the strategy papers.

4.3.2 Design
The case study in Saxony was initiated through different projects that were conducted simultaneously
at the Technical University of Dresden and the RPV (Regional planning authority) and were combined to
create synergies among each other. Both institutions were awarded funding in projects related to regional development and climate adaptation. The projects were conducted within the regional programs
of REGKLAM and KLIMAfit. REGKLAM was the regional implementation of the federal program KLIMZUG
which supports regions in designing strategies to deal with climate change in a sustainable way. KLIMAfit
was the regional implementation of the national program model regions for spatial planning (MORO)
and its subprogram model regions for climate adaptation (KlimaMORO). The ES related studies were
conducted mainly within the REGKLAM program, but some parts of it overlapped with KLIMAfit and
synergies between both programs were used (OE1, OE3, OE4, OE5). The run-time of REGKLAM was from
2009 to 2013 and a subsequent follow-up project, RegioPower, ran from 2013 to 2015. Within the context of REGKLAM, several partners conducted assessments regarding climate adaptation and applied
different approaches. One branch of these assessments dealt with ecosystem services. This branch led
to the abovementioned research papers and publications in other formats such as the REGKLAM newsletter and final report, reports of the KLIMAfit program, and presentations during other events regarding
climate and regional development in Saxony.
The model region is characterized by the Elbe river which causes regular flooding and a cleared agrarian
landscape where a rearrangement of forests is intended (Fürst et al. 2013) and in which erosion has
been identified as one of the key challenges (Frank et al. 2014). The overall aim of the ES assessment
was to test different regional management scenarios in order to understand their effect on ES. The study
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was linked to the development of the regional climate adaptation strategy, in order to explore tradeoffs
and synergies of possible adaptation measures. A second aim focused on the rearrangement of trees in
the area. In this context, the favorability of different areas and of different extents of afforestation were
evaluated. This was targeted at explaining the potential addition of benefits connected to afforestation.
During the period of the project, a tornado that destroyed a large share of trees in the area drew increased attention to the topic of afforestation.
The definition of ES that was used in all studies of the OE case study, was developed together with the
MCA in Koschke et al. (2012) The definition was based on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA
2005), but the researchers realized that the concept was unknown in the region and feared that it might
not touch the real issues of the region (Fürst et al. 2011, OE2). Therefore, they intended to apply the ES
assessment as a process that included mutual learning (OE2). Since they wanted to avoid conceptual
disagreement, they emphasized an adaption of the concept to the regional needs. They found out that
crucial concepts such as ‘performance’, ‘function’ and ‘services’, were understood differently among
stakeholders. To account for this, they decided to not value ES according to a rigid scheme, but rather
to utilize and weigh them according to the regional context and regional management practices (OE2).
This regional approach led to an adaptation of the original MA framework. This changed the original
services categories and focused on making them graspable for regional stakeholders. For this purpose,
the most relevant services were grouped in six new categories (Table 7). Each of these categories consisted of multiple concrete services and services could also appear in multiple categories (OE3).
Table 7: Ecosystem services categories used in the MCA (Koschke et al. 2012, OE2)
ES categories
Mitigation of climate change impacts

Regional economy
Ecological integrity

Aesthetic value

Provision of biomass

Human health and well-being

Ecosystem services
Erosion control
Water balance/regulation
Regulation of local climate
Carbon storage
Income from land-based returns
Creation of private and public income
Biodiversity
Intact nutrient cycles
Water balance/regulation
Recreational value
Aesthetics of nature
Aesthetics of culture/architecture
Provision of plant-based foods and forage
Provision of animal-based foods
Provision of biomass as material
Provision of biomass for energy recovery
Provision of fresh water
Air purification
Reduction of noise emissions
Recreational value
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The ES assessment relied on the software Pimp Your Landscape (PYL, it was later renamed to GISCAME),
which was used to visualize changes in land use and management (OE1). The basic input dataset of PYL
were CORINE land-cover classifications (Fürst et al 2010). Environmental parameters were included and
important restrictions such as ownership issues and planning restrictions, were considered (Fürst et al.
2010, OE2). To develop input variables for PYL, several evaluations of ES were undertaken. This was
achieved through a multi-criteria assessment which was based on the knowledge of regional experts
and practitioners. Regional experts and other stakeholders agreed upon which services were being valued and how valuation criteria were weighted (Koschke et al. 2012, OE3). Then researchers fit this information to scientific standards. Valuation and Discussion and correction for regional structures (OE2).
Other information sources that fed into the MCA were a study that linked the perception of landscape
aesthetics on pictures to abstract land use patterns (Frank et al. 2013), a model to assess the ES provision under different tillage practices (Koschke et al. 2013) and a model that analyzed the different effects of land cover and land management changes (Fürst et al. 2011).
The MCA was applied in an assessment of different forest land use strategies (Fürst et al. 2013). In this
assessment, both, spatially inexplicit and spatially explicit scenarios were modeled. The use and communication of scenarios in this case study was not very prominent. Nevertheless, scenarios were used,
for example in the study that examined afforestation strategies (Fürst et al. 2013). In this study, optional
pathways were modeled by the researchers and their effects on ES were evaluated. While none of the
scenarios was actually meant to be realistic, the aim was to show the consequences of different management strategies in an extreme way (OE1). Next to the formal assessments, the tool PYL allowed
stakeholders to insert different input variables for the landscape use for different occasions (OE1, OE8).
This can also be considered as a set of scenarios. However, in this case no meta-scenarios were developed and introduced by the researchers in a structured way. The scenarios only served as a means to
make the effects of certain management strategies explicit and not as a narrative.
Stakeholder engagement was not used widely and not in a pronounced way in this study. Several expert
and stakeholder consultations were conducted at the beginning of the study. This included an adaptation of the ES concept according to regional needs. To this, regional experts contributed their opinions
regarding important ES to be considered in the assessment (Koschke et al. 2012) and surveys on landscape aesthetics and stated landscape characteristics priorities (Frank et al. 2013, OE2). On top of that,
the researchers highlighted the capacity of PYL to support interactions and communication among actors (Fürst et al. 2010). Thus, emphasizing the tool’s power to foster participation among stakeholders.
However, apart from some demonstrative and educational applications, no indications were found that
PYL was used to engage stakeholders in a structured process.
In this study, ES were not valued in a monetary way, but instead weighed qualitatively. The process that
was used to weigh the ES was rather sophisticated and included experts’ opinions and benefit transfer
to measure the performance of each ES and hereby of each of the six services categories. It was used
as the basis for the MCA that is elaborately described in a research paper (Koschke et al. 2012). It was
very important to the researchers that the valuation would not be based on a rigid scheme, but that it
would be based upon the opinions of regional experts and stakeholders. In an iterative process, the
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opinions were subsequently integrated into PYL to form the basis of the evaluation tool (Koschke et al.
2012, OE2).
Regarding the proposition of implementation strategies there were some concrete suggestions and
messages that came across. The initial MCA did not focus on bringing about certain specific strategies
or measures that would be able to improve the provision of ES in the region. In combination with the
tool PYL, it was rather aimed to make people, practitioners and the general public, aware of the variety
of benefits that the ecosystems produce. The paper on afforestation (Fürst et al. 2013) did produce
concrete implementation strategies.
Regarding the process and audience of dissemination, many events, but no coherent strategy was observed. The program and its progress were presented at regional events, such as the annual ‘Dresden
Landscape Colloquium’ where insights into regional development and new approaches are regularly
discussed. The events were public; however, they were clearly directed at a niche audience. During
these events, comprehensive presentations comprising of all parts of the assessments were held (OE1,
OE2). Also, many documents were published in semi-scientific forms and published on the program
websites of REGKLAM and MORO. Although they are publicly available, they are only targeted at a certain audience. The same applies for the REGKLAM newsletter (OE6) which was published regularly and
provided information about selected findings from the studies and other events related to REGKLAM.
Other events that were organized by the TU Dresden and the RPV were participatory workshops where
interested people could join and explore different scenarios by using PYL (OE8). These workshops were
organized for certain activity days, such as a local climate day (OE1). PYL was developed further into two
simplified versions which were used in environmental education in regional schools. One version (Let’s
Map) was aimed at middle school students, and a second version (Forester) was aimed at high school
students. With these programs, students could modify certain landscapes according to their own ideas
and see the results on the provision of ecosystem services. The tools used a limited and simplified selection of the ES and considered the four categories water, climate/biodiversity, recreation and economy (OE8).
The researchers do not explicitly highlight the advantages or added value of ES assessments as compared to other methods. They do mention a few benefits, such as that the method is well-suited to
highlight trade-offs of certain management options. It is specifically relevant in this case study, since
ongoing projects explore different agriculture management scenarios, the restructuring of forests and
the potential benefits of different afforestation strategies in the region. These projects could benefit
from the assessment’s input (OE2).
Regarding the capability of integrating the findings into current planning practices the interviewee said
that the results were on the one hand usable for their environmental planning practices and that some
data was used for recommendation plans (OE1, OE9), but that the actual planning procedures were
based on very long terms and that it would not always be possible to fully consider singular inputs.
However, the form in which the information was available was considered positive.
Regarding the simplicity of the approach, the project consisted of three rather different ES assessments
that were synthesized for communication in the regional context. This made it quite complex to get an
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overview of all assessments that were undertaken. On the one hand, the assessments regarding the
reduction of soil erosion and effects of afforestation were very easy to communicate, while still having
a solid scientific foundation (OE1, Fürst et al. 2013, Frank et al. 2014). The MCA upon which the other
studies were based was very complex and its process included several rather abstract scientific steps.
Therefore, it was not easily understandable for all stakeholders (OE1, OE2).

4.3.3 Policy impacts
Regarding the integration into policy plans and documents, the recommendations of the research group
have been adopted in policy documents. The results of the papers by Fürst et al. (2013) and Frank et al.
(2014) were at first adopted in the final report of REGKLAM and later transferred into the final report of
KLIMAfit (OE9). The most prevalent information was the impacts of afforestation (OE1). Here, the spatial
ES assessment made explicit that the benefits of afforestation differ greatly among different sites.
Hereby, the recommendation to focus on afforestation areas located near human settlements and in
empty landscapes was developed and implemented in the KLIMAfit development plan (OE9). The recommendations regarding water erosion, especially the plantation of hedgerows as a means to reduce
soil erosion while being beneficial for other ES (Frank et al. 2014) were also considered in an additional
regional plan that was developed specifically to tackle erosion control that was developed within the
KLIMAfit program (OE9).
The observable integration into policy plans has not directly led to an implementation in concrete actions. The regional planner could not report any practical adaptations of the ecosystem-services assessments, but attributed that to the long time frames in which planning processes take place. He also mentioned that many assessments, political discussions and policy plans play together in rather complex
ways, so that it is eventually difficult to tell which input has had what sort of impact (OE1). The mapping
tools Let’s Map and Forester that are based on PYL were used for publicity and education campaigns,
where they were used during events in schools. However, this was not institutionalized and didn’t be‐
come a permanent part of environmental education (OE1).
Regarding the development of collaboration among stakeholders, apart from a few expert meetings
which were organized to discuss the studies, no deeper collaborations among stakeholders were observed. Nevertheless, it was reported that the discussions between farmers and forest rangers which
had previously been prone to conflicts became more open in the course of the project. However, this
did not lead to a permanent change in their opinions or to a resolution of their conflicts. The regional
planning association was inspired to strengthen their collaboration with private forest owner who possess only small patches of forest, because of the study’s emphasis of the relative importance of small
forests (OE1). They were encouraged to collaborate more closely, in order to optimize the management
of their forests. However, it remained unclear, whether this process has persisted and indeed led to
closer collaboration, or even changes in management practices. A factor that made it difficult to establish long-term collaborations was that the project was very much focused on the runtime of the
REGKLAM program and that the research group had dissolved soon after completion of this project
(OE1).
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The regional planner was however confident that the assessment had been an important contribution
to regional planning debates and thereby shaped stakeholders’ perspectives. He reported that the sce‐
narios were perceived as very helpful for informing stakeholders and shaping their opinions. By discussing extreme scenarios (e.g. a complete afforestation) the effects of different management options became clear to the stakeholders (OE1). According to the interview, in a regional discussion round, where
ES was discussed, the farmers’ association was quite skeptical towards the concept. They argued that
different kinds of values could not be compared with each other and highlighted especially that the
production of goods was not on the same level as aesthetical values of the landscape. Nevertheless, it
also became clear that the atmosphere in the regional discussion rounds had been very positive and
creative. Preexisting conflicts between farmers and forest managers were not solved, but it helped the
stakeholders understand each other’s opinions better (OE1). It was mentioned that a trustworthy valuation could have helped to make the values of each service more specific and thereby help mitigate the
conflicting values and views that different stakeholders have on the environment.
Regarding the development of public opinion, the interviewee could not give a lot of information about
the public opinion and possible changes. It was mentioned that there were only a few events where the
results were publicly disseminated and that there was no special focus on developing an outreach item.
The part that was highlighted the most regarding the public communication was the tool PYL. Especially
its application as an educational tool within schools has been praised (OE1).

4.4 Analysis of links between design and impacts
While the previous sections have looked at the design and impacts separated from each other and
looked at each case study independently, this section will integrate the different findings and analyse
the commonalities and differences to generate general statements regarding the relation between the
design features and the impacts of the case studies. The design features will be discussed and their
contribution to the impacts will be evaluated. At the end of each section, figures will summarize the
findings by showing the links between the design features and the impacts they influenced. The most
important links will be explicitly mentioned at the end of each chapter and the weaker links will be
discussed in the respective text body.

4.4.1 The settings’ impact
The background of the assessments was found to determine the integration into documents and contribute to the development of stakeholders’ collaboration and the regional context was observed to be
most important for the perspective of regional stakeholders and the attention of the public (Figure 5).
All case studies were parts of European or national projects. All projects aimed to influence regional
development in the case-study regions. However, this aim was least pronounced in the MS case study.
The results show that in the other two case studies, stronger regional impacts were observed and that
regional measures, such as communication and policy recommendations, were undertaken. This considerably eased the implementation of results into policy documents. All case studies were conducted
by regional scientific institutions. However, the ties between the researchers and the stakeholders did
not grow equally strong. The connection was very tight in the KH case study and the relevance of the
local university was explicitly mentioned. In the MS case study in contrast, existing networks between
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stakeholders and a nearby university were not employed by the research institute that conducted the
assessment. Across all case studies I observed that stakeholders appreciated the involvement of local
universities and argued that this would be pragmatic and might help with establishing long lasting collaborations. The perception of pragmatism can be considered as an important contributor to the legitimacy of the study.
In the KH case study, the importance of the region’s exposure to environmental hazards was frequently
mentioned. In the OE case study, the interviewee reported that the attention directed at ES had increased in the aftermath of a tornado that had felled a large number of trees in the case-study region.
All stakeholders expressed that the relevance of environmental issues increased their receptiveness to
the assessment. In contrast to the other two case studies, no acute dependency on ES or recent hazards
were mentioned in the MS case study. This supports the notion that such factors increase the stakeholders’ receptiveness for new approaches and increase the prospects of ES assessments.
Thus, the assessment’s background contributes strongly to how its findings can be integrated into policy
documents. The background is a supporting factor for fostering the collaboration with and among stakeholders and thereby for shaping their perspectives. The regional context of the case study is very important for how the stakeholders and the public can relate to the assessment and regional conflicts can
impair stakeholder collaboration (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Relation between an assessment's settings and its impact

4.4.2 The procedures’ impact
The factors regarding the application of the ES concept and the methods used to assess ES were found
to have hardly any impact. On the other hand, the use of scenario analyses and the degree of stakeholder engagement played important roles (Figure 6).
The ES framework did not play a big role in the stakeholders’ perception. The stakeholders perceived
the use of ES as a well-suited method for regional planning. In the interviews they were not able to fully
remember the concept or name specific categories and services that were used. They had a broad understanding of the concept, but were not able to further specify details. Especially in the OE case study,
where the framework was freely adapted, its reception was very positive. It seemed helpful to adjust
the concept, including the relevant services and categories to the specific case and to detach it from the
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standardized frameworks. These findings suggest that the concept itself is helpful, but that its concrete
design is less relevant for the impacts.
The methodology that was used to assess ES also did not seem to be of very high relevance for the
stakeholders. The presence or absence of impacts could mostly not be linked to the methodology that
was applied. The only exception to this is that the findings logically result from the methods and that
the findings themselves were partly considered in documents and influenced stakeholders’ perspec‐
tives. ES supply and demand was not specifically distinguished and highlighted in any of the assessments. All of them focused on supply and only implicitly considered demand. Methods and approaches
that were perceived as notably creative, were very well remembered. This applies, for example, to the
visual choice experiment (CS MS) and a study that valued a nature park by surveying the willingness to
pay of visitors (CS OE, but not part of the investigated assessment). However, while these approaches
were perceived as remarkable and funny, their scientific accurateness and their credibility and legitimacy were questioned.
In the cases where scenarios were employed to visualize different land management scenarios, their
reception was very positive. This was most evidently observed in the KH case study, but to a certain
extent also in the OE case study. The stakeholders could recall the scenarios very well and even remembered the ES that were connected to them. Different afforestation scenarios made the benefits and
challenges of each management option explicit and graspable. All stakeholders reported that they considered scenarios as helpful and appreciated their use. While the effects of scenarios on the stakeholders’ collaboration were overall positive, their integration into policy plans was considered challenging.
This was observed in the KH case study, which produced a consensual scenario that included certain
bundles of trade-off. Policy documents on the other hand, typically list specific measures separately
rather than bundles. This can make stakeholders reluctant to integrate scenarios into policy plans.
The level of participation was different in all three case studies. While the KH case study showed clear
indications of collaboration through the knowledge exchange that was fostered, in the OE case study
only little of this was observed. Here, consultation was the most prevalent level. In the MS case study,
participation was limited to information and very little consultation. Over the three case studies, the
level of participation probably had a big influence on the impact of the assessment. This allows for the
assumption that more and better stakeholder engagement is a crucial factor that influences stakeholders’ perspectives and their collaboration. The high impact of the KH case study as opposed to the outcomes of the MS case study can be partly linked to the strong stakeholder engagement that led to longterm collaboration between researchers and stakeholders. The reception of the annual meetings was
very positive and broad knowledge about the project was present in the interviews. While the collaboration was carried out on a long-term base, however, it was not institutionalized. Instead, it can be
ascribed to the researchers’ commitments and their involvement in other regional activities, such as an
exhibition. The case study also showed that stakeholders that had dropped out, could not be replaced
easily. In the other two case studies, no long-term engagement of stakeholders was observed. In the OE
case study, the researchers had all left the region shortly after finishing the assessment. This prevented
further collaborations.
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While valuation was only used sparsely in the regarded case studies it was identified as a potential controversy in the interviews. On the one hand, it helped making values explicit, indicated roots for conflicts
and stimulated discussions, on the other hand, its objectiveness was questioned. Overall, only weak
influences on the stakeholders’ perspectives and possibly on the public opinion were mentioned
Overall, the scenarios and the stakeholder engagement were found to have had the greatest impact in
the regarded case studies. While the scenarios were well suited to shape the stakeholders’ perspectives,
and could be communicated to the public, stakeholder engagement, understandably, supported stakeholder collaboration. Strong engagement also helped stakeholders to develop their opinions. The methods used to assess ES had an influence on what kind of finding were integrated into policy documents
and contributed to the stakeholders’ perspectives. The specific application of the ES concept had low
impacts on the stakeholders’ perspectives (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Relation between an assessment's procedures and its impact

4.4.3 The outputs’ impact
The impact of ES assessments is highly dependent on which outputs are produced and how the assessment and its findings are communicated to stakeholders and to the public. While this relates to the
stakeholder engagement that has been discussed before, it sets a different focus and considers the
dissemination and the messages that were transported.
As indicated before, practitioners could not give definitions of the concept or mention specific benefits
of the assessments. On the other hand, small-scale strategies that were explicitly proposed suggested,
were better remembered and showed a high likelihood of being adopted into policy plans. The suggestion to stop water erosion by planning hedgerows, to plan afforestation strategically nearby human
settlements and to increase the connectivity of ecosystems (CS OE), and to use certain landscape elements to enhance the provision of cultural ecosystem services (CS MS) were present to the stakeholders
and some also appeared in policy plans. This means that there is a high probability that such small-scale
propositions are capable of initiating action.
In the MS case study and partly in the OE case study, effective communication of the assessments’
findings was not accomplished. While the assessments’ quality was high and the findings were relevant,
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the lack of showcasing the findings and communicating them in comprehensible ways, was identified as
a key shortcoming of these studies. The example of the KH case study and of some aspects of the OE
case study have illustrated that it is possible to communicate about ES in a demonstrative, clear and
simple way that is able to influence stakeholders’ perspectives. However, when it was not done appropriately and in a way that did not meet the needs of stakeholders, communication about ES was perceived as abstract and too much on a ‘meta-level’.
No case study reported that the concept ES had been used beyond the scope of the assessment. A factor
contributing to this could have been the fact that the added value of the ES concept was not highlighted
explicitly enough by researchers. Those stakeholders who were able to name come benefits of the ES
assessments were also more open to the findings.
Overall, a good, multifaceted communication is outstandingly important for shaping the opinions of
stakeholders and of the general public. Highlighting the added value of the ES assessment can also help
to make it relevant for stakeholders and the public. Stakeholders might thereby be more willing to adopt
the concept for themselves and use it beyond the assessment’s context. Concrete implementation strategies were shown to be essential for being integrated into policy documents, thus, making the assessment relevant to stakeholders and possibly lead to actions (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Relation between an assessment's outputs and its impact

4.4.4 The meta-features’ impact
The two meta-features that were considered in this study were both very influential. A good capability
of integration into planning processes was very important, ad served especially as a key predictor for an
assessment’s reception in policy plans and simplicity was also considered very relevant (Figure 8).
In general, it became clear that stakeholders had been interested in the concept ES and appreciated its
fresh perspective. This was confirmed in various interviews where stakeholders mentioned that the
findings had been interesting, but that there had not been opportunities to implement. Most practitioners had not been familiar with the concept ES before the assessments. However, they usually had clear
working routines and certain defined fields of duties. Moreover, they were used to capacity by doing
their regular business and did not have a lot of freedom in their work. This did not give them the capacity
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to adopt new methods and concepts and adjust them to their individual contexts and needs. Therefore,
they only used ES during the structured discussions and have not adopted the concept into their work
or pursued using it outside of the project context. In all analysed case studies, the assessments’ impacts
were constrained by discordances of time spans between the assessments and the typical regional planning procedures. These procedures extended over long periods of time. Even though the assessments
were also conducted over long time-frames, they did not precisely match with the time-frames of regional planning.
The parts of the assessment that were understandable and demonstrative, were well remembered by
stakeholders. As a result, the stakeholders had a good understanding of ES in this context. Thus, the
importance of a simple approach for stakeholders, and in similar ways for the public opinion, is indicated. The parts that were adopted in policy documents were scientifically robust and concise. Therefore, this feature is also relevant for the implementation of findings into policy documents.
The capability of integration into current planning practices was shown to be a very important factor for
the adoption of the assessment’s findings in policy documents. This can make the assessment relevant
to stakeholders’ opinions and eventually enable action. The simplicity of an assessment is an important
factor regarding the stakeholders’ perspectives and the public opinion. Hereby, it can also become rel‐
evant for policy documents (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Relation between the meta-categories of an assessment's design and its impact.
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5. Discussion
This discussion will reflect on three main fields. At first, the results that were presented above will be
discussed and put into the context of recent literature. Then, the framework and the concepts that were
used, will be reflected upon. Finally, it will be looked at the thesis as a whole. This reflection will discuss
the process of conducting the research and focus on the obstacles that were encountered, and effects
they had on the final outcome.

5.1 The findings
This section will discuss the results that were presented in Chapter 4.4. These results will be put into the
context of recent literature and will be discussed along with the findings from the literature review. At
first, the findings on the impacts will be discussed. Then, the identified impacts of each of the categories
will be discussed.
Since various factors contributed to the relative effectiveness of the KH case study and the relative ineffectiveness of the MS case study, determining the most crucial factors in each individual case is difficult. Each case study was subject to an inter-play of diverse factors. The MS case study, for example,
was characterized by its focus on deriving recommendations for European policies, a half-hearted regional communication and a regional context in which the assessment’s outcomes were not indispen‐
sable. In the other case studies, the settings were more supporting, regional policy documents were
demanded and the assessments included a wider use of scenarios and more stakeholder engagement.
The analysis accounted for these differences and this discussion backs the findings with literature and
provides general indications that hold beyond the context of the regarded case studies.
The most widely noted impact across all case studies was the change of stakeholders’ perspectives.
Thus, this indicates a conceptual use of the assessments’ information (McKenzie et al. 2014). This is in
line with the findings from other studies which show that new insights and knowledge were the most
prevalent impacts to stakeholders and that a changed understanding had occurred (Dick et al. 2018)
and that ES assessments had led to conceptual learning (Saarikoski et al. 2018). Next to that, stakeholders’ collaboration was fostered, with large discrepancies between the different case studies. Dick et al.
(2018) also found this to be a quite common and relevant impact. The integration of information into
policy documents, indicating an instrumental use (McKenzie et al. 2014) was observed in some cases,
but only to limited extents and only in light ways (Hansen et al. 2015). The information on the public
opinion allows the conclusion that it has been influenced only partially and only slightly. Concrete and
measurable changes of actions or management practices as a result of the ES assessments were not
observed in any of the case studies.
As expected from previous studies (Saarikoski et al. 2018), the background and context of ES assessments were found to be very important for the policy impacts (Figure 5). Following the results, a regional
intention and the involvement of regional researchers bring advantages like the possibility to establish
sustainable collaborations with regional stakeholders. This finding corresponds with other studies
(Hansson & Polk 2018). However, in this research no case studies were examined where the researchers
had not been from a regional institution. Specifying the influence of regional institutions may be a field
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for further research. Regarding the regional context, Waite et al. (2015) mention a regional dependence
on ES and the exposure to environmental hazards as factors that enable an effective implementation of
ES in regional management. While they use evidence from Caribbean islands, the findings of this thesis
strongly support this point. The assessment is always subject to competing interests and political agendas of different stakeholders (Saarikoski et al. 2018). Therefore, considering existing conflicts between
different land-uses and stakeholders in the case-study regions and their influence on how the assessment is perceived, is important. Crouzat et al. (2018) also found out that the scientists who conduct ES
assessments are therefore often not perceived as fully neutral, but also as value-driven.
Most of the features connected to the procedures of the assessments were found to be not as important
as expected (Figure 6). Other studies have identified certain methodological aspects that are important
to make the assessments effective, but highlight that general blueprints are not possible (Dunford et al.
2018, Jax et al. 2018). In the case studies, the stakeholders did not remember details of the concept and
the services used. While this was not an end in itself, it indicates that the concrete definitions are not
very important to the stakeholders. The finding that stakeholders have only partially kept the concept
in mind, means that its exact definitions are probably not very important and that its conceptual use is
restricted (McKenzie et al. 2014).The results showed that adjusting the concept and making it relevant
for the specific case was helpful. This effect was also found by other studies (Villa et al. 2014, Fisher et
al. 2009). Considering the mainstreaming of the concept, however, Nahlik et al. (2012) recommend to
not use the concept too autonomously and to stay within certain boundaries to avoid confusing stakeholders and causing a feeling of arbitrariness regarding the definition of ES and its application in assessments. This is especially relevant, since the term ES has been indicated to be not easily comprehensible
and that other, more intuitively comprehensible terms, such as biodiversity are adopted into policy documents more frequently (Zölch et al. 2018). Since neither a fully standardised framework nor an arbitrary adaptation are optimal solutions, this thesis suggests that an agreement on a few basic conventions regarding the definition of ES is favourable. This would allow stakeholders who have previously
encountered the concept, to relate to ES more easily, when facing ES again in different contexts. A concept that has been attributed the ability to be a common reference for different studies is the cascade
model which is and can be developed and elaborated in ways that are meaningful for different studies
in different contexts (Potschin-Young et al. 2018). The finding that good participation leads to higher
impacts, especially regarding stakeholders’ perspectives and their collaboration is also visible in other
studies (Seppelt et al. 2011, Fisher et al. 2008). Regarding the stakeholder engagement, it is imperative
to consider that ES assessments never build on level playing grounds, but always on existing issues and
sometimes on smouldering conflicts, as it was observed in the KH case study. While the assessment can
help to mediate such conflicts by bringing in fresh impulses (Brink et al. 2018), potential asymmetries in
power must be considered and it must be ensured that stakeholders can collaborate evenly. Long-term
collaborations proved to be very effective. A drawback them is that it is often highly dependent on certain people and can be at risk if the personnel fluctuation is high. The researchers must also have the
capacity to maintain the ties to the stakeholders on a regular basis. Fluctuation in personnel, whether
of the researchers or of the stakeholders, is considered particularly negative for the prospects of the
assessment and impedes any long-term collaboration. A key challenge is to find strategies that help
coping with this issue. Such strategies could include an institutionalization of the collaboration, a use of
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the concept that ensures permanent relevance, or the creation of information bundles that are easy to
communicate and quickly transferrable between different practitioners. Especially an institutionalized
long-term collaboration is likely to be a feasible strategy, especially if there is a high fluctuation of researchers or stakeholders.
While the outputs can have a crucial role in bringing the findings of the assessments across (Figure 7),
in two case studies (MS, OE), the communication was rather sloppy, the added value of the assessments
was not highlighted well, and practitioners were not fully familiarized with the concept. This shows a
wasted potential, since it holds the risk that the ES assessment is reduced to just one voice among many
others. This may cause that some of its conceptual strengths are neglected, including the concepts mediating power as a boundary object (Schröter et al. 2014). In order to not waste this potential, communicating the concept in a clear, simple and memorisable way that goes beyond a technical explanation is desirable. Fisher et al. (2009, p. 652) made the same observation and argue that scientists need
to “more clearly communicate findings to the public and decision makers.” Such an improved communication could be achieved by creating thematic packages which bring about clear messages regarding
certain aspects of the case studies and highlight the concept of ES at the same time (e.g. combining
scenarios with clear examples and depictions of ES). Therefore, it is important to communicate clear
narratives. Even more than employed in these studies, the actual concept could also be included in the
communicated narratives. Since wisely chosen narratives could help stakeholders and the public understand the concept, this can be taken more advantage of.
Of the two meta-features, the capability of integration into regional planning practices was found to
have stronger impacts (Figure 8). The finding that the information generated through an ES assessment
is often not used by practitioners, is in line with Saarikoski et al. (2018, p. 589) who conclude that “es‐
tablished professional norms, competencies and codes of conduct, made practitioners [...] rely on traditional solutions,” and with Albert et al. (2014, p. 1309) who argue that “landscape and regional plan‐
ners’ environmental information needs are almost entirely fulfilled by existing landscape plans.” For a
better adoption of the concept by practitioners, they would have to take the initiative on their own to
explore which parts of the assessment and the ES concept are relevant for them and which methods
are feasible to apply. Establishing long-term collaborations, institutionalizing the concept and supporting efforts of mainstreaming ES can support this. Therefore, the capability of integration into planning
practices is crucial to ease the adoption of the information. From the findings regarding the application
of the ES concept, the methodology used and its communication, the importance of a simple, yet compelling assessment can be derived. While simplicity helps to bring clear messages across that are accessible to stakeholders and the public, it can also help to generate clear messages that can be used either
instrumentally, or conceptually in policy documents (McKenzie et al. 2014). This does not mean that the
approaches used in ES assessments should in general be simple. In contrast, a robust and scientifically
accurate assessment is still crucial to achieve a reasonable level of credibility. It does, however, mean
that the communication of ES should focus on explaining the methods and the findings of the assessment and the ideas behind it in simple ways that allow stakeholders to grasp and memorize them. The
right balance between simplicity and complexity is not evident and depends on the individual case. More
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research is needed for developing guidelines regarding how the trade-off between simplicity and complexity can be dealt with in the most beneficial way.
Overall, the impact that is most frequently linked to the design features are the stakeholders’ perspec‐
tives. They depend strongly on a good communication and the use of scenarios. They are also influenced
by the context of an assessment, the stakeholder engagement and the capability of integration into
planning practices. The stakeholders’ collaboration is also fostered through several of the features, including good stakeholder engagement and the assessment’s background and context. Policy documents
are influenced by a medium number of design features. For them, the capability of integration into
regional planning practices and the background of the assessments are most important. In contrast,
actions were hardly observed and several weak influences on the public opinion could be drawn from
the interviews. These largely match the influences on the stakeholders’ perspectives but are in general
weaker. The analysis of the public opinion would have benefited from more data, the collection of which
was beyond the scope of the research and requires investigation in future studies.

5.2 The framework
This section will discuss whether the impacts and the set of design features that was developed in the
conceptual framework and literature review, and later used to analyse the case studies, have served
their purposes to answer the research questions. Furthermore, it will discuss whether the framework
can be regarded as suitable to evaluate ES assessments. Lastly, it will be checked, whether the definition
of design features could appropriately describe the case studies.
Regarding the general approach of the framework, it can be concluded that it covered most of the important points that were found in the case studies. The approach of looking at the design and the impacts separately and then trying to explore their relations and drawing conclusions, resulted in a description of important mechanisms.
The impacts that were defined in the approach were rather explicit. This is likely to not always match
reality and miss some more subtle impacts. However, I comprehensively defined impacts according to
relevant literature to cover the whole range of possible impacts and to also account for minor impacts.
The interviewees mentioned no other forms of impact and confirmed that the five impacts that were
used were indeed the most relevant. Additionally, not all case studies intended to achieve the same set
of impacts. This means that a standardized set of impacts probably does not fully reflect the differences
in the assessments. Thus, a profound analysis of the assessments’ backgrounds and intentions is necessary. This was dealt with quite extensively and considered in the results and the conclusions.
The first category that considered the settings of a case study was found to be crucial for understanding
the impact of the assessment. Since the settings can be influenced by many case specific factors it is
difficult to break it down into a small number of defined features. While the feature regional context
could be clearly defined and linked to the impacts, the feature background was defined more widely.
Since this point turned out to be more relevant than expected, an extensive elaboration was necessary
to deal with its wideness in an appropriate manner and to draw more differentiated conclusions. Here,
it could have helped to from the start narrow the background down into smaller concepts. The intention
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and aim, which had big effects on the assessments’ impacts, for example, could have been separated
from the background and would have been a useful addition to the set of design features.
In the category procedures, it seemed legitimate to define the design features, especially regarding the
methods, rather broadly to take into account specific characteristics of each case study. In addition to
that, the special focus on certain methods, such as scenarios and valuation, was helpful, because these
methods were highly relevant to stakeholders and explicitly contributed to the assessments’ effectiveness. Also, they were operationalized in very diverse ways, so that a closer examination was worthwhile
and helped to get a better understanding of their qualities.
Compared to other studies, the focus on the outputs and the communication of this thesis was relatively
strong. The idea behind this emphasis was that the communication can be a crucial factor that is otherwise often neglected in literature regarding ES assessments, was supported by the findings. Therefore,
it is suggested to address the issue of communication more directly in future ES assessments and to
consider developing an inventory of good practices of communicating ES.
Two meta-features were introduced in this study. Capability of integration into planning practices and
simplicity were identified as possible characteristics that influence the impact of ES assessments. Looking at the first of these, capability of integration into planning practices has been observed to be closely
connected to certain policy impacts. In the definition used in this study, it included a combination of
project and planning cycles, case-specific adaptation of methods and the presentation of outcomes.
Planning practices are subject to big variations across different regions. This needs to be considered
when transferring this framework to different settings. The second meta-feature, simplicity, was found
to be very important. However, it is difficult to develop a standardized evaluation of an assessment’s
simplicity. Therefore, I suggest more research to develop better ideas about what makes assessments
sufficiently robust, and which factors help to ease people’s understanding of the assessment.
Another possible meta-feature that could be added in future studies is the long-term commitment of
researchers to the case study or the institutionalization participatory processes. In the course of this
study, it became clear that this was frequently mentioned as a weak point of the assessments and that
it could be considered as an additional design feature. The findings of this study don’t allow suggestions
how this institutionalization could be implemented on a regional basis. While current trends to develop
respective mechanisms on national and supranational scales are very important contributions, it is also
worthwhile considering how such institutionalisations could be designed to meet regional needs and
foster the impact of regional assessments.
Overall, the framework used in this thesis is clearly structured and therefore easy to apply. At the same
time, it highlights many important issues. The framework does require much data and the assessors
need a thorough understanding of the case study and its setting. Therefore, when applying this framework, considering to collaborate closely with people who are well informed about the case study is
helpful. Nevertheless, even if the input data is incomplete, the framework gives conclusions about which
features are relevant for conducting effective ES assessments in general and about certain assessments
specifically. The framework can easily be applied by assessments within the assessment themselves to
identify what factors have supported or hampered the effectiveness of a specific assessment. This helps
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them to identify the strengths and weaknesses of their studies and indicates opportunities how future
assessments can be adapted to have a larger impact.
The idea of this framework is not only limited to ES assessments. While some features are ES specific,
small adaptations would allow to also evaluate other transdisciplinary projects that are characterized
by a multitude of possible impacts, different methods and a complex setting.

5.3 The research process
In this thesis, three cases studies with very different backgrounds were analysed and contrasted with
each other. Because of the qualitative nature of the approach and the different backgrounds and settings of the cases, it is not directly possible to draw definite conclusion out of the comparison. However,
it is possible to highlight certain elements and to discuss them together with assumptions from other
literature. Hereby, this thesis provides evidences from the case studies that mostly support but sometimes oppose literature.
An additional factor that made it difficult to compare the case studies, was the different data sources
that were used. While I tried to use equivalent sources, the real situation did not allow to strictly follow
this plan. In the KH case study, the data is quite diverse and comprehensive, in the OE case study, the
information is based on the interview and many documents and in the MS case study the data is mainly
based on official reports and one interview. Lastly, I tried to select case studies with similar time frames,
but the differences between the case studies might have had impacts on the findings. This refers especially to the availability of data and stakeholders, which was high in the most recent case study (KH) and
lower in both of the older case studies (MS, OE).
A problem with the regarded case studies was that they were often conducted in very broad and not
clearly defined settings. This means that different researchers and other stakeholders contributed to
singular cases, that publications included only partial results, or on the other hand, a mixture of findings
from the ES assessment and other information. Some publications were spin-offs from the original project. They were based on the ES assessment but had a different focus. This made it at first difficult for
me to get a comprehensive and proper overview of the whole case study and the dynamics within. I
only obtained this overview after a while and incorporated the complex dynamics as good as possible
into the analysis of the case studies.
Another challenge was the high fluctuation among stakeholders in some cases. While only case studies
that were less than five years old, were considered for this very reason, the dropout rate of stakeholders
was higher than expected. This was not limited to the stakeholders, but also concerned the researchers
in the OE case study and slightly less in the MS case study. This might be a problem of a science landscape, where the arrangement of research groups is often based on project funding and the corresponding project running periods, leading to high fluctuation rates and little regional consistency. This was a
challenge, because teaming up with the original researchers would have been helpful to fortify the validity of the results and to get an overview of the case studies. Meeting with them before and during
the interview phase to get better understandings of the stakeholders, their relevance and how the study
was conducted would have been very important for conducting the interviews more efficiently and getting a better understanding of informal relations.
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One of the key sources used were interviews, which is a method that focuses on the stakeholders’ opin‐
ions. Their nature might have biased the findings in a way that stakeholder-related features and the
impact on stakeholders were overestimated. Nevertheless, I focused on retrieving information also on
other impacts in the interviews and I also considered other sources. The overall difficulties in obtaining
enough data on the impact of the case studies might have led to an impairment of the results. Despite
the issues at hand, a good overview of the case studies was acquired from literature and their impacts
could be estimated comprehensively from grey literature, the interviews and the responses to interview
requests. Overall, the data was sufficient to draw conclusions, however, better data would certainly
allow to consider more dimensions of each case study.
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6. Conclusion
The aim of this study was to explore which factors influence the policy impact of ecosystem-services
assessments in selected case study. In order to do that, a literature review was conducted to investigate
general design features of the ES assessments and possible policy impacts of such assessments. This
literature review provided theoretical answers to RQ1 and RQ2. Subsequently, RQ3 and RQ4 were answered by analysing which of the features and impacts were present in the three case studies and which
features could be most closely linked to the impacts and how the relationship between them and the
policy impact of the case studies appeared.
Some specific factors that influence the policy impact of ecosystem services can be drawn from the
findings. The settings of an assessment are highly relevant for the potential impact of the study. This
includes the assessment’s aim that has a very high influence on how the data is used. Even if findings
could also be used to meet relevant regional aims beyond the original intention, often this does not
happen. A setting with no urgent environmental issues and the assessment’s relevance is not obvious
risks stakeholders’ ignorance. The procedures of the assessment are also important, however in the
case studies their impact was lower than expected from the literature review. Using sophisticated methods to assess ES provision and an established way to value them may produce scientifically robust results. However, for these results to have impacts in the case study area, the methods are not sufficient
conditions, but at the most, necessary conditions. The same applies for the application of the ES concept, where clear definitions in the case study context are necessary, but where adaptations according
to regional needs may increase the impact. Employing scenario analyses and engaging stakeholders
were shown to be very helpful features that augment the assessment’s impacts and have large influences on stakeholders’ perspectives and collaborations. The outputs that are communicated to stakeholders have received little attention in ES assessment literature. In this thesis, they were identified as
crucial factors. Proposing concrete implementation strategies, communicating extensively and in a simple and demonstrative way to give people an easy understanding of the concept, are crucial elements
of more effective ES assessments. Communicational means could be exploited more to enhance the
impact of ES assessments. Lastly, this thesis showed that considering the meta-features capability of
integration into planning practices and simplicity is crucial. Ensuring that the results are well adapted to
the regional context and trying to find a good balance between scientifically robust assessments and
such that are easy to communicate, can be helpful to harvest the full potential of ES assessments.
The findings of this thesis lead to five suggestions that probably increase the policy impact of ES assessments. Researchers should consider these suggestions when planning or conducting an assessment to
make their assessments more effective.
•

Keep the background and regional context in mind. If there are no obvious environmental issues
that necessitate an assessment, focus on highlighting the assessment’s relevance and its concrete opportunities. Also, check if the assessment is relevant beyond its original aim. If so, take
the opportunity and make better use of its potential.

•

Don’t worry too much about the ES framework. Use clear and easy definitions that highlight the
idea behind ES, but are closely related to the stakeholders’ experiences and practices. Consider
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using scenarios to illustrate the concept and engage the stakeholders to make sure they understand and accept the concept well.
•

Use a methodology that is scientifically robust, but understandable to regional stakeholders. Be
careful with economic valuation and creative approaches – while they can help to get attention,
they might cause scepticism.

•

Make your voice heard. Draw public attention to the assessment and don’t rely on one or two
ways to disseminate the results.

•

When planning the assessment, design it in a way that you make use the meta-features. They
need to be tailored to each specific case, but when the findings are easy to integrate into regional practices and when the balance between simplicity and complexity is reasonable, they
can be leveraged.

Finally, the objective of the research, examining which factors determine the impact of ES assessments
on the policies and the opinions of stakeholders was achieved in this thesis. The findings of this thesis
were obtained from literature and three specific case studies and therefore cannot be universally valid.
Nevertheless, they are an important contribution to the scientific debate and can help to increase the
policy impact of future ES assessments.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Detailed description of resources used
Case ID
Study
MS1
MS2

Information and availability

Interview: Regionalmanagement LAG
Märkische Seen e.V.
Research Report: Land-cover based assessment of landscape capacity to provide ecosystem services

Conducted March 22, 2018 in Hönow,
Germany.
Available
online
at:
http://project2.zalf.de/claimknowledgeplatform/claim.DE1.php
Retrieved June 4, 2018
Available
online
at:
http://project2.zalf.de/claimknowledgeplatform/claim.DE2.php
Retrieved June 4, 2018
Available
online
at:
http://project2.zalf.de/claimknowledgeplatform/claim.DE3.php
Retrieved June 4, 2018
Available
online
at:
http://project2.zalf.de/claimknowledgeplatform/claim.DE4.php
Retrieved June 4, 2018
Received via E-mail on March 22, 2018

MS3

Research Report: Mapping landscape
services, competition and synergies

MS4

Research Report: Assessing the effect of
scale enlargement on the provision of
landscape services

MS5

Research Report: Analysis of Residents
and Visitors preferences of different
Landscape Attributes using a visual
choice method
Written statement by Sabin Pohl, Manager of the Nature Park Authority:
Märkische Schweiz
Written statement by Charlotte Berg- Received via E-mail on March 16, 2018
mann, Head of the Environmental Education Centre Dreieichen
Project Website: CLAIM Knowledge Plat- Available
online
at:
http://proform
ject2.zalf.de/claimknowledgeplatform
Retrieved June 4, 2018
Interview:
Tourismus
GmbH Conducted March 26, 2018 in Pewsum,
Krummhörn-Greetsiel (Tourism Associa- Germany.
tion Krummhörn-Greetsiel)
Interview: Pressevertreter Gemeinde Conducted March 26, 2018 in Pewsum,
Krummhörn (Press representative of the Germany.
municipality Krummhörn.)
Interview: Untere Naturschutzbehörde Conducted March 27, 2018 in Aurich, GerLandkreis Aurich (Lower Nature Conser- many.
vation Authority)
Interview: Landwirtschaftskammer Nie- Conducted March 29, 2018 in Oldenburg,
dersachsen (Chamber of Agriculture, Lo- Germany.
wer Saxony)
Booklet (30p.) "COMTESS - Nachhaltige Edited by: University of Oldenburg, ZentLandnutzung in Küstenräumen: Empfeh- rum für Umwelt- und Nachhaltigkeitsforlungen der Regionalgruppe Krummhörn" schung. December 2016.
Flyer "COMTESS - Nachhaltiges Landma- Edited by: University of Oldenburg, Instinagement"
tut für Biologie und Umweltwissenschaften. No date.

MS

MS6

MS7

MS8

KH1

KH2

KH3
KH

Detailed description of resource

KH4

KH5

KH6
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KH7

KH8
KH9

Booklet (12p.) "Nachhaltiges Landmanagement - Sichere Zukunft für Deutschlands Küsten"
Grey literature: Picture Book (40p.) "Die
Schatzkiste der Baroness Comtess"
Grey literature: Regionaler Raumordungsplan 2015.
Regional spatial development plan
(2015)

KH10 Grey literature: Regionaler Raumordungsplan 2018.
Regional spatial development plan
(2018)

OE1
OE2

Interview: Regionaler Planungsverband
Oberes Elbtal/Osterzgebirge
Presentation slides: "Bewertung von
Landschafts(dienst)leistungen in der
REGKLAM Modellregion"

OE3

Research report: Erarbeitung von Bewertungsgrundlagen in den ILE-Regionen Dresdner Heidebogen und Silvbernes Erzgebirge- Ergebnisse der Akteursbefragung zur Kritereiengewichtung

OE4

Research report: Bewertung des Einflusses von landschaftsstrukturellen Aspekten auf die Bereitstellung von Ökosystemdiesnstleistungen

OE5

Research report: Integration von Umweltparametern in PYL am Beispiel der
Wassererosion als Schnittstelle zur landwirtschaftlichen Bwertung

OE6

REGKLAM Newsletter n°7, 01/2012

OE

Edited by: Helmholtz-Zentrum für Umweltforschung – UFZ. Department Landschaftsökologie. February 2013.
Karrasch, Lena. 2017.
Available online at:
https://sessionnet.aurich.de/sessionnet/buergerinfo/vo0050.php?__kvonr=3691&voselect=4865
Retrieved June 5, 2018
Available online at: https://www.landkreis-aurich.de/fileadmin/dateiablage/80-wirtschaftsfoerdung/Kreisentwicklung/Regionalplanung/Regionales_Raumordnungsprogramm/RROP_2018_Beschreibende_Darstellung.pdf Retrieved June 5, 2018
Conducted March 14, 2018 in Radebeul,
Germany.
The original presentation was given at the
5th Dresden Landscape Colloqium on November 17th 2010: Available online at:
https://www.ioer.de/fileadmin/internet/IOER_Archiv/PDF_Veranstaltungen/2010/5_DD_Landschaftskolloquium/Fuerst_et_al_Bewertung_von_Leistungen_in_der_REGKLAM_Modellregion_kl.pdf Retrieved June 6 2018
Available
online
at:
http://www.klimamoro.de/fileadmin/Dateien/Ver%C3%B6ffentlichungen/Publikatione_aus_den_Modellregionen/Oberes_Elbtal_Empirischer_Bericht.pdf Retrieved June 6, 2018
Available
online
at:
http://www.klimamoro.de/fileadmin/Dateien/Ver%C3%B6ffentlichungen/Publikatione_aus_den_Modellregionen/Oberes_Elbtal_Empirischer_Bericht.pdf Retrieved June 6, 2018
Available
online
at:
http://www.klimamoro.de/fileadmin/Dateien/Ver%C3%B6ffentlichungen/Publikatione_aus_den_Modellregionen/Oberes_Elbtal_Empirischer_Bericht.pdf Retrieved June 6, 2018
Avilable
online
at:
http://regklam.de/fileadmin/Daten_Redaktion/Newsletter/1201_REGKLAM-Newsletter-07.pdf
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OE7

Policy plan: REGKLAM Integriertes Regionales Klimaanpassungsprogramm für
die Region Dresden - Grundlagen, Ziele,
und Maßnahmen

OE8

Presentation slides: Ran an den Rechner
und Raus in die Natur - Lebendige Umweltbildung

OE9

Policy plan: Das Projekt KLIMAfit in der
Planungsregion Oberes Elbtal/Osterzgebirge – Handlungsempfehlungen für die
Praxis

Retrieved June 6, 2018
Available
online
at:
http://regklam.de/fileadmin/Daten_Redaktion/Publikationen/Strategiekonzept_130924_final_online.pdf Retrieved June 6, 2018
PowerPoint Presentation slides by Fürst &
Pietzsch. The original presentation was
given in 2011. The slides were obtained
through a local contact person.
Available online at: http://rpv-elbtalosterz.de/planungsverband/archiv/klimafit2
Retrieved June 6, 2018
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Ungaro et al. 2014
Ungaro et al. 2016
Häfner et al. 2017
MS1
MS2
MS3
MS4
MS5
MS6
MS7
MS8
Karrasch et al. 2014
Cebrián-Piqueras et al. 2014
Karrasch et al. 2016
KH1
KH2
KH3
KH4
KH5
KH6
KH7
KH8
KH9
KH10
Fürst et al. 2010
Fürst et al. 2011
Koschke et al. 2012
Frank et al. 2013
Fürst et al. 2013
Koschke et al. 2013
Frank et al. 2014
Zölch et al. 2018
OE1
OE2
OE3
OE4
OE5
OE6
OE7
OE8
OE9
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Public opinion

Stakeholders’ perspectives

Stakeholder collaboration

Actions

Integration into policy plans

Simplicity of the approach

Capability of integration

Added value

Communication

Implementation strategies

Valuation

Stakeholder engagement

Scenario analyses

Methods of assessment

Application of ES concept

Regional context

Background

Appendix B: Resources used as information for design features and impacts

Appendix C: Compilation of results from the case studies

Design

Design feature

Case study MS

1. Initiator, intention • CLAIM, the program through
and policy context
which the case study was funded,
was initiated by the European
Commission
• Based on the program, ZALF conducted the assessments without
further collaboration with regional
decision-makers
2. Regional Context
• Model region for sustainable development of agrarian regions
• No specific environmental pressures
• Land-use conflict between agriculture, tourism and society

Case study KH

Case Study OE

• Initiated through the Federal Min- • Embedded into the program
istry of Education and Research
REGKLAM (by TU Dresden) and in
which funded the COMTESS proclose collaboration with the program
gram KLIMAfit (by the regional
planning association)
• The researchers initiated the study
and invited regional stakeholders
• In KLIMAfit, regional climate adaptation plans were developed. The
results of REGKLAM fed into them.
• Model region for sustainable de- • Model region for climate change
velopment of coastal regions
adaptation of agrarian regions
• Coast protection and floods are ur- • A tornado in the case-study region
gent issues
pulled attention towards landscape management
• Land-use conflict between coast
protection, drainage, tourism and • Land-use conflicts between forest
agriculture
agriculture, recreation
• Each represented by active stake- • Conflicts between agricultural
holders
stakeholders and forest rangers

3. Application of ES • For the first study, five services • Based on the CICES framework
• Based on MA, but freely adapted
framework
were considered most relevant: • Three provisioning, three regulataccording to the needs of regional
Habitat for species, crop producstakeholders and ordered in six
ing and two cultural services were
tion, water storage and supply, wanew categories
considered.
ter regulation and visual apprecia- • ES were used as a basis to develop • Adapted categories are: Mitigation
tion and inspiration for culture, art
of climate change effects, regional
the land use management scenarand design
ios
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• For the second and third study, the • ES was explained in the expert fofocus was put on cultural ecosysrums, but not well remembered
tem services, specifically on elements that constitute visual appreciation
4. Methods of As- • ES were analysed using land cover • ES were analysed, and the results
sessment
and landscape elements data
of the analysis were used to develop and discuss different land
• Visual landscape quality was asmanagement options
sessed in a visual choice experiment. The results were then connected to data on landscape elements
5. Scenario Analysis
• Scenarios were hardly used
• Main focus on scenarios, they were
used as narratives
• Visualizations of different setups of
landscape elements were used in • Three propositions were develthe choice experiment
oped by the researchers and a
fourth scenario was co-developed
by regional experts
• The overall outcome was a consensual scenario
6. Stakeholder en- • Little engagement of stakeholders • Fourteen regional experts were ingagement
was observed
cluded in the scenario analysis
• In two contexts stakeholders were • Strong and permanent collaboraengaged in a consultative way
tion, regular annual meetings were
organized and the outcomes were
consensually agreed upon

economy, ecological capacity, aesthetic value, provision of biomass
and human well-being

• MCA for integrating ES into a digital spatial planning tool
• Modelling of afforestation and erosion scenarios

• Scenarios were used as a basis of
the assessment, but not as narratives
• Different afforestation and water
erosion scenarios were modelled
and used to depict the range of
possible management strategies
• Engagement in a solely consultative way
• Experts selected the most relevant
ES for the MCA
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7. Valuation

• Was not used

• Was only used implicitly, as a tool
to support the development of the
actor-based scenario
• Only the idea was communicated,
no actual values
• An actor-based scenario that depicted land use management as
agreed upon by all stakeholders
was developed
• The scenario included propositions
for concrete measures, however,
they were bundled together

8. Proposition of con- • Many recommendations were decrete implementaveloped from the assessments
tion strategies
• The recommendations differed in
concreteness and applicability
• Some were very broad and general
policy recommendations, others
were concrete suggestions how
the landscape management could
be enhanced to contribute to a
better socio-economic development
• One study calculated the costs of
improving the visual quality, but
does not explicitly propose a payment scheme
9. Process and audi- • Mainly in a scientific context, Eng- • Focused on the scenarios, ES only
ence of disseminalish language
briefly explained or inexplicitly
tion
mentioned
• Presentation of findings to relevant regional stakeholders has not • Broad set of communication
left a lasting impression on them
measures
• Development of an exhibition that
was visited by relevant stakeholders, the general public and tourists

• ES were weighed according to an
MCA that was developed regionally in an iterative process

• Some rather small but very concrete measures were derived from
the studies
• Locations where afforestation
could have the highest impact on
ES were proposed
• Measures against water erosion
that contribute to other ES were
suggested
• No strategies for a conceptual implementation were proposed

• Mainly in a scientific or administrative context (e.g. project reports)
• Some discussions with relevant
stakeholders, such as farmers and
forest rangers
• Public presentations and use of PYL
during regional events and as an
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Policy impact

educational tool (e.g. climate day,
• Leaflets and flyers for different tarschool projects)
get groups, including children
• Nevertheless, little reception in the
public
10. Evaluation of • Did not come across
• Added value of the scenarios was • ES was the basis for the software
added value
clear to the stakeholders and mentools, this made clear that ES altioned in the papers
lows for an integrated assessment
• Added value of ES as a basis for the
scenarios was briefly mentioned,
but not explicit
11. Capability of inte- • The study’s results were on a • The actor-based scenario was inte- • The time frame of the planning
gration into planning
meta-level that could not be easily
grated into the formal regional
process did not match the project
practices
used by regional practitioners
spatial plan of the county
run time
• All stakeholders agreed on the use- • Concrete recommendations could
fulness
be integrated into planning processes
12. Simplicity
• The probability maps are difficult • The scenario analysis was well un- • The process used to obtain the reto understand for non-scientists,
derstood by the stakeholders and
sults was rather complex, espebut are depicted in presentable
could easily be communicated to
cially the MCA consisted of several
maps
the general public
complex steps
• The visual choice experiment was • The stakeholders were not sure • The results were very demonstraeasily comprehensible
what role ES had played in the scetive
narios
Impacts
Case study MS
Case study KH
Case Study OE
1. Integration into • No integration in regional plans
• Integration as a climate adaption • Some of the information and findplans
strategy into a long-term regional
ings were used in the regional clidevelopment plan
mate adaptation plan, (including
the term ES), and in the regional
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2. Development of • No changes in management
actions

development plan (not including
the term ES)
• No changes in management yet, • There are no changes in managebut follow-up studies on side-asment that can be linked explicitly
pects that were found to be releto the assessment
vant were initiated

3. Stakeholder collab- • No starting points for a better • Most stakeholders already knew
oration
communication or collaboration
each other before the start of the
among stakeholders were reproject. There were positive relaported
tions and conflicts
• Regional need for better collabora- • Contacts were intensified and
tion among stakeholders
maintained on a regular basis
• The stakeholders were pleased to
discuss new topics instead of old
conflict
• An actor-based scenario was consensually agreed upon by all stakeholders
4. Stakeholder per- • Hardly influenced because the • Stakeholders have kept the inforspectives
communication was mainly on a
mation in mind, might use it when
‘meta-level’ that was not relevant
certain planning issues become
for regional practitioners and no
acute
relevant resources were available • Knowledge about the concept ES is
in German
not very persistent
• Cultural ES were well perceived by • Stakeholders are busy with their
multiple stakeholders
normal day-to-day business
• Study has not stimulated action

• Discussion between farmers and
forest rangers were enriched
• The assessment showed the importance of small private forests
and collaboration between their
owners, landscape planners and
forest rangers was intensified

• The information is still influencing
discussions and planning processes
• Some stakeholders were sceptical
about valuing provisioning and cultural services equally
• It is not easy to tell information derived from the assessment apart
from other information
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5. Public opinion

• Using extreme scenarios to show
the whole spectrum of possible developments helped stakeholders
understand the matter better
• No information about the public • Little information about the public • No information about the public
opinion
opinion, details of the assessment
opinion,
are presumably only known to a • Some publications and educational
• Very little outreach to the public
minority of citizens
use of the assessment
• Many publications with different
target groups (e.g. exhibition, picture book)
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Appendix D: Interview schedule and interview guide
Interview schedule
In advance
• Introduction: Background of thesis, structure of interview
• Information about recording, anonymity, use of data
Introduction
• Definition of studies we are talking about
• Who initiated the study, the use of ES concept?
• What was your relation to the assessment?
• Background of environmental issues and discussions in the region. Dependence on ES
• Which stakeholders were involved in the study? Complete?
Stakeholder Perspectives
• How have you perceived the methods and the findings?
- Credibility – Neutrality – Legitimacy - Salience
• How do you think has the public perceived the methods and the
findings? - Credibility – Neutrality – Legitimacy - Salience
• Do you still know the key results?
• Do you think the assessment has addressed the truly important
points? Does it consider the interests of all stakeholders?
• Have you or other stakeholders used information for PR? Which
information?
Integration into policy plans
• Was information from the assessment adopted in official plans
and documents? Why (not)?
Development of actions
• Did changes occur in the case-study region after the assessment
was conducted?
• Can these be traced back to the assessment?
• What were the assessment’s findings used for?
• Which information have you used/are you planning to use? To
which degree of detail?
Stakeholder collaboration
• Was the dialogue among local stakeholders influenced? How?
• Has the collaboration among different stakeholder groups
changed?
Public opinion
• Has a new foundation for discussions evolved?
• Has the assessment stimulated a public discourse?
• Was it covered by media? Has it had an influence on the public
opinion?
Summary
• Were concrete (dis-)advantages of the concept ES in regional
planning discussed? How?
• Was the assessment overall helpful for regional planning? Could
it be integrated into existing processes? Or was it rather an additional task?
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Interview guide
Role of scientists, their regional connection
Different ES categories, differences in importance
Helpfulness of the different methods that were used
Application of scenarios, how?, helpfulness
Engagement of stakeholders, how?, helpfulness, role of interviewee
Valuation, monetary, helpful, trustworthy
Concrete measures suggested? Perception of them
Dissemination of findings, how? To stakeholders, to the public?
Means used and audience?
Key messages that were communicated as findings from the assessment
Simplicity of assessment, understandable?
Scientific accuracy and trustworthiness of findings
Recommendations of other stakeholders that were involved
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